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Collaborative Safety Overview
When failure occurs in any agency, the common response is to
use reactionary approaches such as firing employees, writing
new policies, or retraining staff.

These approaches have poor results when it comes to making systems safer. In fact, they may

have an opposite effect. Using reactionary approaches, evidence suggests agencies may be less
safe because true accounts of how the system operates and how it can be improved are kept

underground. Employees are less likely to account for how things may go wrong and are less likely
share how these issues can be avoided in the future because of fear they may be sanctioned or

even fired. This may leave agenices with the false impression that they have dealt with a problem,
when in fact it may have become worse. Furthermore, these reactionary approaches are
detrimental to staff.

Agencies must evolve from outdated models of safety commonly used today. Current models of

safety engage employees in safety related efforts, establish comprehensive approaches to have
been championed by safety critical industries such as aviation, healthcare and nuclear power.

The industries that use these updated models of safety depart from surface level understandings
of how systems fail and seek out the complex interplay of systemic factors. When typical

underlying systemic factors are addressed, an agency can begin to make critical advancements
in promoting safe outcomes for their employees and the people and customers they serve.
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In order to promote the shift to a systemic and proactive culture of safety, agencies need to be
supported to make three key transitions:

1

From a culture of blame to a culture of accountability

2

From continuously applying quick fixes to addressing underlying systemic issues

3

From seeing employees as a problem to control to a solution to harness
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The Three Transitions
1

Towards a Culture of
Accountability

The terms blame, and accountability are
too often conflated. When agencies

blame and punish workers, they falsely
believe that the agency and its

employees are being accountable for
their actions. Years of research have
shown that blame may decrease

accountability, since it inhibits the ability

of the organization to learn and improve.

Accountability engages frontline workers
to be a part of the solution by providing
their experience of how adverse events
may have occurred and how they can

be avoided in the future. Additionally, the
agency is accountable to make

improvements and to focus efforts and

resources on becoming a more resilient
and reliable organization.
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2

Towards addressing

underlying systemic issues
In the wake of failure, it is tempting for

agencies to use quick fixes such as firing

employees, adding new policy or retraining
staff. This leaves agencies with the false
impression that a problem has been

resolved. However, agencies are still left
with the systemic constraints and

influences that contributed to an adverse
event. This is commonly seen as treating
symptoms instead of the source of the

illness. Instead, agencies need to track and
address the underlying systemic factors

that are present in many adverse events
and are likely to be present in the future.
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Towards seeing people as
the solution

Common approaches to improvement

whether following a critical incident, or not,
typically target individual staff within an

organization through new policies, training,

work-aids or compliance. These approaches
often make work more difficult through

excessive tasks and increased complexity.

Science and practice show that staff are a
source of success, not failure. Enhancing

safety is achieved through removing barriers
and providing supportive systems for staff to
achieve organizational outcomes.

Additionally, understanding where these

enhancements can be added is informed by
providing staff with a platform to share their
knowledge and experience in a safe way.

Collaborative Safety Model
The primary scientific base for the model is founded in Safety Science which is commonly

championed in industries such as aviation, healthcare and nuclear power. This body of science
engages disciplines such as human factors engineering, systems engineering, organizational
management, psychology, sociology and anthropology. Furthering this unique blend of

sciences is the integration of Behavior Analysis, Forensic Interviewing and Trauma Informed

Care into the Collaborative Safety model. The integration of Behavior Analysis science into the

model supports understanding how staff make decisions in an organizational setting as well as
understanding how managers and supervisor’s shape employee performance to achieve
successful outcomes.
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Systemic Reviews
A central artifact of the Collaborative Safety Model are Systemic Reviews. Collaborative Safety
supports agencies to develop Systemic Reviews that are uniquely different than current

approaches standardly used within these systems. These Systemic Reviews depart from surface
level descriptions of events that typically place blame on to front line workers and instead uses

systemic analysis to understand how decisions, initiatives, resource allocations deeper within an
organization and outside of it can surface in the outcomes experienced in everyday work.

Organizational Alignment
The Collaborative Safety model supports agencies to develop a culture of safety throughout the

organization, establishing necessary shared values and education. To achieve this, Collaborative
Safety employs organizational alignment throughout the organization and systems. This is

achieved through a unique set of Institutes and Orientations designed for executives, managers,

supervisors, frontline staff, and external stakeholders vital to supporting the agency and system’s
transition to a culture of safety.

Integration into Everyday Operations
In addition to the Institutes and Orientations, Collaborative Safety provides advanced practical
training to specialized positions within the workforce to embed safety science principles and

approaches into everyday work and currently existing processes and structures. By embedding
these principles into structural processes of the agency as well as the broader system, artifacts
are created that reflect the values central to a culture of safety.

Sustainability and Evaluation
To support effective culture change, Collaborative Safety prioritizes the establishment of

processes and supports that are sustainable. Agencies are constantly managing change and the
Collaborative Safety Model is designed to withstan d that change. Evaluating culture change and
model effectiveness is greatly important. Evaluation methods and strategies are specifically
developed in collaboration with partner agencies to analy
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Overview of Agency Outcomes
I like that the process is non-judgemental and allows for learning from the experiences to
better serve clients and develop new or changed policies if needed.

Adult Protective Services, Kentucky Department for Community Based Services.

1

Improved outcomes from a system dedicated towards improving the
reliability and safety of provided services

2

A robust and proactive response to critical incidents

3

A responsive system dedicated to learning

4

Increased trust in the provision of care

5

Increased staff engagement

6

Improved staff morale

7

Improvements in employee retention

8

Increased accountability

9

Improved systems in place

10

Increased public trust

1 Two Views of ‘Human Error’
There are basically two ways of looking at ‘human error.’ The first view is
known as the Old View, or The Bad Apple Theory. It maintains that:
•
•
•

Complex systems would be fine, were it not for the erratic behavior of
some unreliable people (Bad Apples) in it.
‘Human errors’ cause accidents: more than two-thirds of them.
Failures come as unpleasant surprises. They are unexpected and do not
belong in the system. Failures are introduced to the system through the
inherent unreliability of people.

The Old View maintains that safety problems are the result of a few Bad
Apples in an otherwise safe system. These Bad Apples don’t always follow the
rules, they don’t always watch out carefully. They undermine the organized
and engineered system that other people have put in place. This, according to
some, creates safety problems:1
“It is now generally acknowledged that human frailties lie behind the
majority of accidents. Although many of these have been anticipated in
safety rules, prescriptive procedures and management treatises, people don’t
always do what they are supposed to do. Some employees have negative
attitudes to safety which adversely affect their behaviors. This undermines
the system of multiple defenses that an organization constructs” to prevent
injury and incidents.

This embodies all of the tenets of the Old View:
•
•
•

Human frailties lie behind the majority of accidents. ‘Human errors’ are
the dominant cause of trouble.
Safety rules, prescriptive procedures and management treatises are
supposed to control erratic human behavior.
But this control is undercut by unreliable, unpredictable people who
still don’t do what they are supposed to do.
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•
•

Some Bad Apples have negative attitudes toward safety, which adversely
affects their behavior. So not attending to safety is a personal problem, a
motivational one, an issue of individual choice.
The basically safe system, of multiple defenses carefully constructed by
the organization, is undermined by erratic or unreliable people.

Notice also what solutions are implied here. In order to not have safety
problems, people should do as they are told. They should be compliant with
what managers and planners have figured out for them. Indeed, managers
and others above them are smart—they have put in place those treatises,
those prescriptive procedures, those safety rules. All the dumb operators or
practitioners need to do is follow them, stick to them! How hard can that
be? Apparently it can be really hard. But the reason is also clear: it is because
of people’s negative attitudes which adversely affect their behaviors. So more
work on their attitudes (with poster campaigns and sanctions, for example)
should do the trick.
This view, the Old View, is limited in its usefulness. In fact, it can be deeply
counterproductive. It has been tried for decades, without noticeable effect.
Safety improvement comes from abandoning the idea that errors are causes,
and that people are the major threat to otherwise safe systems. Progress on
safety comes from embracing the New View.
A Boeing 747 Jumbo Jet crashed when taking off from a runway that was
under construction and being converted into a taxiway. The weather at the
time was bad—a typhoon was about to hit the country: winds were high and
visibility low. The runway under construction was close and parallel to the
intended runway, and bore all the markings, lights and indications of a real
runway. This while it had been used as a taxiway for quite a while and was
going to be officially converted at midnight the next day—ironically only
hours after the accident.
Pilots had complained about potential confusion for years, saying that not
indicating that the runway was not really a runway was “setting a trap for
a dark and stormy night.” Moreover, at the departure end there was no sign
that the runway was under construction. The first barrier stood a kilometer
down the runway, and behind it a mass of construction equipment—all
of it hidden in mist and heavy rain. The chief of the country’s aviation
administration, however, claimed that “runways, signs and lights were up to
international requirements” and that “it was clear that ‘human error’ had led
to the disaster.” So ‘human error’ was simply the cause. To him, there was no
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Bad People In Safe Systems, Or Well-Intentioned People In
Imperfect Systems?
At first sight, stories of error seem so simple:
•
•
•
•

somebody did not pay enough attention;
if only somebody had recognized the significance of this indication, or
of that piece of data, then nothing would have happened;
somebody should have put in more effort;
somebody thought that making a shortcut was no big deal.

So telling other people to try harder, to watch out more carefully, is thought to
deal with the ‘human error’ problem:
The ministry of transport in Tokyo issued an order to all air traffic controllers
to step up their vigilance after an incident that happened to a JAL flight that
ended up injuring 42 people.

Given what you know after the fact, most errors seem so preventable. It might
prompt you, or your organization to do the following things:
•
•
•
•

get rid of Bad Apples;
put in more rules, procedures and compliance demands;
tell people to be more vigilant (with posters, memos, slogans);
get technology to replace unreliable people.

But does that help in the long run—or even the short run? It doesn’t. In fact,
these countermeasures are not just neutral (or useless, if you want to put it that
way). They have additional negative consequences:
•

•

Getting rid of Bad Apples tends to send a signal to other people to be
more careful with what they do, say, report or disclose. It does not make
‘human errors’ go away, but does tend to make the evidence of them
go away; evidence that might otherwise have been available to you and
your organization so that you could learn and improve.
Putting in more rules, procedures and compliance demands runs into
the problem that there is always a gap between how work is imagined
(in rules or procedures) and how work is done. Pretending that this
gap does not exist is like sticking your head in the sand. And trying to
force the gap to close with more compliance demands and threats of
sanctions will drive real practice from view.
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•

•

Telling people to be more vigilant (with posters, memos, slogans) does
nothing to remove the problem, certainly not in the medium or longer
term. What it does do, is put your ignorance about the problem on full
display. If all you are seen to be able to do is ask everybody else to try
harder, what does that say about you? You obviously have made up your
mind about what the source of the problem is (it’s those operators or
practitioners who don’t try hard enough). Such preconceived judgments
generally do not help your credibility or your standing among your
people. First you should do the hard work to understand why it made
sense for your people to do what they did, given the conditions in
which they worked. And you need to ask what your role and your
organization’s role has been in creating those conditions.
Getting technology to replace unreliable people is an attractive idea,
and is wide-spread. But technology introduces new problems as well as
new capacities. Rather than replacing human work, it changes human
work. New technology may lead to new kinds of ‘human errors’ and
new pathways to system breakdown.

So the apparent simplicity of ‘human error’ is misleading. Underneath every
seemingly obvious, simple story of error, there is a second, deeper story. A
more complex story.
A most colorful characterization of this comes from James Reason: “Rather
than being the main instigators of an accident, operators tend to be the
inheritors of system defects created by poor design, incorrect installation,
faulty maintenance and bad management decisions. Their part is usually that
of adding the final garnish to a lethal brew whose ingredients have already
been long in the cooking.”2

This second story is inevitably an organizational story, a story about the
system in which people work, about its management, technology, governance,
administration and operation:
•
•
•
•

Safety is never the only goal. Organizations exist to provide goods or
services (and often to make money from it).
People do their best to reconcile different goals simultaneously (for
example, service or efficiency versus safety).
A system isn’t automatically safe: people actually have to create safety
through practice at all levels of the organization.
The tools or technology that people work with create error opportunities
and pathways to failure.
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Production expectations and pressures to be efficient influence people’s
trade-offs, making normal or acceptable what was previously perhaps seen
as irregular or unsafe. In fact, this may include practices or things that
you would never have believed your people would do. When you discover
such things, be careful not to jump on them and remind your people to
comply, to not make shortcuts, to always be careful and vigilant. Such
reminders can sound so hollow if you haven’t first looked at yourself and
your organization—at the many
expectations (some communicated
Underneath every simple,
very subtly, not written down),
obvious story about
the resource constraints and goal
‘human error,’ there is a
conflicts that you help push into
deeper, more complex story
people’s everyday working life.
about the organization.
Remember that the shortcuts and
adaptations people have introduced
into their work often do not serve their own goals, but yours or those of your
organization!
The second story, in other words, is a story of the real complexity in which
people work. Not a story about the apparent simplicity. Systems are not
basically safe. People have to create safety despite a system that places other
(sometimes contradictory) expectations and demands on them.
Two hard disks with classified information went missing from the Los
Alamos nuclear laboratory, only to reappear under suspicious circumstances
behind a photocopier a few months later. Under pressure to assure that
the facility was secure and such lapses extremely uncommon, the Energy
Secretary attributed the incident to “human error, a mistake.” The hard
drives were probably misplaced out of negligence or inattention to security
procedures, officials said. The Deputy Energy Secretary added that “the vast
majority are doing their jobs well at the facility, but it probably harbored ‘a
few Bad Apples’ who had compromised security out of negligence.”
But this was never about a few bad individuals. Under pressure to
perform daily work in a highly cumbersome context of checking, doublechecking and registering the use of sensitive materials, such “negligence”
had become a feature of the entire laboratory. Scientists routinely
moved classified material without witnesses or signing logs. Doing so
was not a sign of malice, but a way to get the work done given all its
constraints, pressures and expectations. The practice had grown over
time, accommodating production pressures from which the laboratory
owed its existence.
Dekker, Sidney. The Field Guide to Understanding 'Human Error', Taylor & Francis Group, 2014.
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Table 1.1

Contrast between the Old View and New View of ‘human
error’

Old View

New View

Asks who is responsible for the
outcome

Asks what is responsible for the
outcome

Sees ‘human error’ as the cause of
trouble

Sees ‘human error’ as a symptom of
deeper trouble

‘Human error’ is random,
unreliable behavior

‘Human error’ is systematically
connected to features of people’s
tools, tasks and operating
environment

‘Human error’ is an acceptable
conclusion of an investigation

‘Human error’ is only the starting
point for further investigation

People who work in these systems learn about the pressures and
contradictions, the vulnerabilities and pathways to failure. They develop
strategies to not have failures happen. But these strategies may not be completely
adapted. They may be outdated. They may be thwarted by the complexity and
dynamics of the situation in which they find themselves. Or vexed by their
rules, or nudged by the feedback they get from their management about what
“really” is important (often production and efficiency). In this way, safety is
made and broken the whole time.
These insights have led to the New View of ‘human error.’ In this view,
errors are symptoms of trouble deeper inside a system. Errors are the other side
of people pursuing success in an uncertain, resource-constrained world. The
Old View, or the Bad Apple Theory, sees systems as basically safe and people
as the major source of trouble. The New View, in contrast, understands that
systems are not basically safe. It understands that safety needs to be created
through practice, by people.

People Do Not Come To Work To Do A Bad Job
The psychological basis for the New View is the “local rationality principle.”
This is based on a lot of research in cognitive science.3 It says that what people
do makes sense to them at the time—given their goals, attentional focus and
knowledge—otherwise they wouldn’t be doing it. In other words: people do
not come to work to do a bad job Pilots do not check in for a flight in order
Dekker, Sidney. The Field Guide to Understanding 'Human Error', Taylor & Francis Group, 2014.
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to die. Nurses do not sign in to go kill a patient (and if they do, it takes
you into the realm of sabotage, criminality, terrorism which requires different
explanations and interventions—not part of this book).
The local rationality principle is important. If people did things that seem,
at first, inexplicable, it is not because they were doing inexplicable things. Jens
Rasmussen, one of the original thinkers behind what is now the New View,
suggested that it is because we are not positioning ourselves to understand
why it made sense for them to do what they did. That burden is on us. We
need to put ourselves in their shoes, see the world through their eyes. That is
the whole idea behind a good ‘human error’ investigation. We are obliged to
do so, because if these actions made sense for some people, it may well make
sense to others too. And then the bad
outcome might repeat itself.
If it made sense for people
The point of a New View ‘human
to do what they did,
error’ investigation is not to say
then it may make sense
where people went wrong (that much
for others as well.
is easy). The point is to understand
why they thought they were doing
things right; why it made sense to them at the time.
Table 1.2

Contrast between the Old View and New View of ‘human
error’

Old View

New View

Says what people failed to do

Tries to understand why people did
what they did

Says what people should have done
to prevent the outcome

Asks why it made sense for people
to do what they did

New View investigations have the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

they are not about individual practitioners;
they open a window on problems that all practitioners may be facing.
Their “errors,” after all, are symptoms of systemic problems that all
practitioners may be exposed to;
they are not a performance review;
they are not about discipline or blame;
they are a learning opportunity. They see failures as markers in the
system’s everyday behavior, an opportunity to learn about organizational,
technological and operational features that create error potential.
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The New View does not claim that people are perfect. Of course not. Goals
are not always met, assessments are made on imperfect information, attention
varies, decisions are made that have undesirable outcomes. These are all
among the normal, expected "human factors" that play a role in how safety
is made and broken.
But the New View does avoid
judging
people for that. It wants
The New View does not
to go beyond saying what people
claim that people are
should have noticed or done. It
perfect. But it keeps you
seeks to explain why. Why did they
from judging and blaming
focus on that particular issue, for
people for not being perfect.
example? Why did it make sense for
them? When you see a situation as
closely as you can to the way in which people saw it themselves-unfolding
from the inside out, rather than the outside in-you may begin to see how they
were trying to make sense of their situation. That they were trying to make the
best of ambiguous circumstances, of which they did not know the outcome.
Had they known the outcome, as you do now, they probably would have done
exactly as you believe you would have done. But the point of a 'human error'
investigation is to understand why people's assessments and actions made
sense at the time, given their context, and without knowledge of outcome, not
to point out what they should have done instead. That is what the image of the
"tunnel" or "pipe" tries to convey (see Figure 1.1.).
Outside

Figure 1.1

The "tunnel." Understanding 'human error' 1s about
understanding the "inside" perspective-not the outside or
hindsight one

But ...What About The Idiots?
This auestion often comes uo in conversations about 'human error' and the
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the New View seems overly charitable. It seems too philanthropic—too loving
of humanity, particularly when people do inexplicable things repeatedly
and unrepentantly. “There needs to be some accountability,” you might say.
By which people often mean that we should be allowed to blame the truly
blameworthy. To some, the New View seems to recognize only goodness and
promise and possibility and human potential. How can that be maintained if
there is overwhelming evidence of failure, of lack of potential, of people just
not doing a good job?
Let’s deal with this in three steps:
•

•
•

First, we look at the claim that “Bad Apples actually do exist.” Or, in
other words, that some workplaces (perhaps yours) employ “idiots”
who are beyond the charitable worker–rescue apologetics of the New
View.
We then look at this argument in a more neutral way, acknowledging
that individual differences exist, but that accommodating those is a
system issue, not an individual one.
Finally, we take a brief look at the claim that “there has to be some
accountability” to understand better what that may mean, and how
such accountability might be achieved. This, indeed, is a brief look, as I
have written an entire book on the subject, called Just Culture.4

“Bad apples clearly exist”
Bad apples exist. That seems to be a simple truth. And indeed a statistically
supported one.
A study published in the British Medical Journal showed that a small number
of doctors accounted for a very large number of complaints from patients.
Look at the numbers and decide for yourself: 3 percent of doctors generated
49 percent of complaints, and 1 percent of doctors accounted for 25 percent of
all complaints.5 In addition, certain characteristics of the doctors in question,
as well as past complaints, predicted future complaints. This seems to be
overwhelming evidence for the existence of Bad Apples. Indeed, from this
data the journal’s editors conclude that some doctors are “repeat offenders”
and that ‘bad apples’—individuals who repeatedly display incompetent or
grossly unprofessional behaviors—clearly exist.” (Interestingly, the editors
never say what they mean by “incompetent” or “grossly unprofessional;”
this is left to the imagination of you, the reader.). Perhaps too little is done,
they continued, about the doctors who practice, behave and communicate
in ways that put patients at risk. If there have been repeated complaints and
Dekker, Sidney. The Field Guide to Understanding 'Human Error', Taylor & Francis Group, 2014.
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concerns about some doctors and not others, then that should raise flags, and
we should be doing something about those individuals.

This argument that Bad Apples exist—because the numbers about who is
mostly involved in bad outcomes are there to show it—is almost a century
old. The idea on which it is based, however, withered in the 1940s after having
flourished for a decade or two. Let’s look at that idea, and what happened to
it. And then see whether the problems associated with it also make it at all
possible to keep a “Bad Apple” argument alive today.
In 1913, Tolman and Kendall, two pioneers of the American safety
movement, strongly recommended managers to be on the look-out for men
who always hurt themselves and to take the hard decision to get rid of them.
In the long run, that would be cheaper and less arduous than keeping them
around the workplace. Precisely 100 years later, the British Medical Journal
editors suggested that doctors with “recalcitrant behavior or continued
legitimate complaints from patients will warrant restricted licenses or even
removal from practice.”6 The idea is intuitively so appealing. The medical
director of the Selby shoe company in England said in 1933 that:7
Anyone connected with an industrial clinic or hospital soon becomes
acquainted with workers who make frequent visits because of accidents or
illness. During the past seventeen years I have repeatedly remarked, “Here
comes the fellow who is always getting hurt.” At short intervals he reports
with a cut, bruise, sprain or burn. Interspersed with his numerous minor
accidents will be an occasional serious accident. Often you hear him remark,
“I don’t believe anybody has more bad luck than I have.” He is the type of
fellow who attracts the attention of safety engineers and safety committees.
He and other such workers have been classed as “accident prone” … The
accident prone workers are interesting people because they present so many
problems and because the best authorities today admit they know so little
about them (p. 35).

Tolman and Kendall’s recommendation, like that of the British Medical Journal,
was based on data—at least at first sight. All the counting and tabulating of
incident and injury statistics that industries had been doing in the first quarter
of the twentieth century had started to yield a pattern. The public transport
company in Boston, for example, found in the mid 1920s that 27 percent
of its drivers on subways, street cars or buses were causing 55 percent of all
accidents. Psychologically testing new employees, and eliminating those who
tested badly on efficiency and power use, helped reduce their overall accident
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rate—something that caught the attention of transportation operators around
the world.

“Accident-prone” workers
Around 1925, independently from each other, British and German psychologists
suggested that there were particularly “accident-prone” workers. The
inclination to “accident” (used as a verb back then) was proportional to the
number of accidents previously suffered, German psychologist Karl Marbe
pointed out. Like the doctors referred to in the British Medical Journal, those
who consistently had no accidents were significantly less likely to have them
in the future as well. In England, Eric Farmer, an industrial psychologist at
Cambridge, began devising tests to identify people who were likely to have
accidents. Accident-proneness could be identified by carefully testing and
screening employees—something for which psychological institutes across
the continent, the UK and the US were developing ever cleverer simulations
and contraptions. Testing workers and carefully vetting and selecting them,
excluding the accident-prone ones from the jobs where they could do most
harm, was thought to be a great investment in safety. It kept a growing
machinery of psychotechnik, of testing and selection, busy well into the Second
World War.
An additional suggestion by a prominent psychologist at the time was that
workers should have a personal card on which accidents and errors would be
noted—a trace for employers and others to base hiring and firing decisions
on. This proposal was not followed concretely, but today similar employment
records are used across many industries to guide managerial decision making.
Like the complaints measured and recorded about individual doctors, this
could turn into an index of the badness of the apple—how rotten it has become.
Dissent grew, however, toward the middle of the century. Others started to
question the measurements and statistics on which the Bad Apple thesis was
based. The method of percentages (such as those used by the Boston public
transport system: that 27 percent of its drivers were causing 55 percent of all
accidents) came under fire. It required, after all, that all drivers expected the
same number of accidents (otherwise deviations from that norm could never
be found). But can that ever be true? Some drivers will routinely be on routes
through the busy center of the city that exposes them to vastly more collision
risk. Others will spend their time mostly on quiet suburban streets. Some may
drive at night a lot, others during the daytime.
Think in a similar vein about the doctors in the editorial of the British Medical
Journal. Sweeping all doctors into one heap, and sorting the 1 percent who get
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most complaints from all the others is like comparing apples and oranges. After
all, what do those doctors do? What typical specialty and population does that
1 percent have? They may be involved in the kind of practice where patient
harm or bad outcomes are more likely, simply because of the complicated
or risky nature of what they do. A doctor practicing pediatric oncological
surgery will have different outcome statistics from a general practitioner in
a rural area, who will be different again from a flight surgeon attached to
a squadron whose population consists essentially of carefully selected young
individuals in very robust physical
health. Some doctors may also have
Practitioners are not all
a larger share of a population which
exposed to the same kind
expects a particular treatment and
and level of accident risk.
communication style (which can
This makes it impossible
then generate complaints because
to compare their accident
the doctor is not seen as “kindly”
rates and say that some,
or as listening enough. That in
because of personal
itself has little to do with medical
characteristics, are more
competence, or is really only a
accident-prone than others.
component of it).
Practitioners, in other words, are
not exposed to the same kinds or amounts of accident risk. That depends on
context (which is why The Field Guide invites you to carefully investigate
and study context, the “tunnel” surrounding people). Many years ago, it was
concluded that the evidence about “Bad Apples:”
…so far available does not enable one to make categorical statements in
regard to accident-proneness, either one way or the other, and as long as
we choose to deceive ourselves that they do, just so long will we stagnate in
our abysmal ignorance of the real factors involved in the personal liability
to accidents.8

The Second World War was the death knell of the “accident-proneness” idea.
Technological developments were so rapid, so pervasive, and so complex, that
no amount of intervention toward the human worker alone could solve the
emerging safety problems. Personal proneness as explanation for accident
causation was taken over by other contributors. A worker’s proneness to have
an accident turned out to be much more a function of the tools and tasks he
or she was given, and the situations they were put into, then it was the result
of any personal characteristics. In addition, there was a growing concern that
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a focus on accident-prone workers could get organizations and their managers
off the hook. Simply blaming the worker left them scot-free, as it:
…may allow managements to escape their responsibilities in machine design,
in selection and training of personnel in safe operating procedures, and in
meticulous attention to the environment where high energy transfer can
impinge on the human.9

From 1925 onwards, significant organizational resources had been spent
on measuring people and their performance, and tabulating the statistics,
all in efforts to weed out accident-prone individuals. During and after the
Second World War, this was increasingly seen as a waste. In fact, people were
increasingly concerned that the focus on accident-prone people was hampering
safety research; that it was getting in the way of more effective interventions.
Safety conferences and professional meetings in the decades after the Second
World War started to call attention more to managerial responsibilities and
engineering solutions for safe work.10 Indeed, they started asking what was
responsible for safety and risk, not who.

Individual differences exist
If it is hard to prove that Bad Apples exist, isn’t it still true that people are
different? Of course it is. Individual differences exist. Not everybody is the
same, and not everybody is suited for particular kinds of safety-critical work.
That much is obvious. Selection psychology has been around for a hundred
years or more—trying to understand such individual differences, map them
and predict what they mean for individuals’ performance across a range of
tasks.
So what is the implication? When you observe a consistent, repeated
“Bad Apple” in your operation (despite the difficulties with that argument,
as outlined above), you may be looking at a mismatch between the task and
the person. The question you need to ask yourself, and your organization, is
where the responsibility for creating—and resolving—that mismatch lies:
•

Is that a matter of personal responsibility for the individual involved? Is
it up to them to not be mismatched to the work given to them? In certain
cases you might think so. Take the doctors of the editorial in the British
Medical Journal, for example, who are said to have communication styles
and behavior patters that are ill-suited for safe patient care. It could be
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•

argued that it is up to those doctors, as responsible professionals, to work
to adjust such styles and patterns. That way, the mismatch can be reduced.
Or is it a matter for the organization, the profession? Should it take
responsibility for matching people to work as closely as possible? The
less discretionary space people have in their work (that is, the less
room they have to adjust their styles, their communication around it,
their input into it, their attention to it), the more this responsibility
would probably fall on the organization. It is then up to supervisors,
human resources, to managers and others to help reduce the mismatch.
And, of course, the mismatch says something about the organization’s
selection and recruitment as much as it says something about its people
management. These may be things that are worth looking into as well.

The New View does not avoid
questions of personal competence.
A “Bad Apple” problem,
On the contrary. In aviation, for
to the extent that you
example, individual competence is not
can prove its existence,
only considered to be hugely critical,
is a system problem and
but taken as a system responsibility.
a system responsibility.
Individual competence is considered
too important to leave its retaining,
refreshing and checking to the individual (as in some medical specialties). Pilots
are not simply entrusted by the system to stay competent and proficient on their
own: the system actively helps them stay proficient and competent (not always
in the right things, but there are regulatory and technological lags in all systems).
Extensive systems of proficiency checking, training and retraining, as well as
social monitoring and control, form some of the cornerstones of safe, competent
practice in that world.
Blaming the individual for a mismatch short-circuits a number of things. It
goes against the very principle of the New View, which is that “error” is not a
cause of trouble but a symptom of trouble. Supposed evidence of a Bad Apple
points to a host of things inside the organization or the profession. These things
typically take the problem way beyond the individual Bad Apple, and when they
are not addressed, they will keep driving the problem—through other situations
or other people. Even the editors of the British Medical Journal have decided that
a Bad Apple problem is a systems problem, and that addressing it is a systems
responsibility: the time has come, they say, to design and evaluate systems that
identify problematic individuals. So in healthcare, too, the recruitment and
retaining of staff who turn out ineffective in their role is a systems issue—not
one of defective personal accountability. A Bad Apple problem, seen this way,
is not an individual problem or an individual responsibility.
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“There Has To Be Some Accountability”
But, but…!
You may still protest: There has to be some accountability.
Sure. But what does that mean? The New View can be seen as an approach
that seeks explanations for bad outcomes outside of individual people. It
seems to “blame the system” rather than holding people accountable. I will
return to this question at the end of the book—once all else has been said and
done. But for now, think about this. If holding people accountable means
getting them to take responsibility for their work, then the New View does
not deny this at all. It is a misunderstanding to think that the New View
eschews individual responsibility. Such individual responsibility, and the
expectation of being held accountable for outcomes, is vital to much safetycritical work. It is often intricately connected to people’s professional identity.
The job would not be fun, would not be meaningful, would not be worth
it, if it weren’t for that responsibility and accountability. This is probably as
true for doctors as it is for pilots, air traffic controllers, line men and street
cleaners. This accountability forms the other side of professional autonomy
and competence, to be seen to be good at what you do, and accepting the
consequences when things do not go well. Such accountability gives people
considerable pride, and it can make even routine operational work deeply
meaningful.
But people do want to be held accountable fairly. This means not only that
they want to be held accountable by those who really know the messy details
of what it takes to get the job done—not by those (managers, investigators,
judges) who only think they know. It is also unfair to make people responsible
for things over which they have no or little authority.

The authority–responsibility mismatch
You cannot fairly ask somebody to be responsible for something he or she had
no control over. It is impossible to hold somebody accountable for something
over which that person had no authority.
“This is at the heart of the professional pilot’s eternal conflict,” writes
Wilkinson in a comment to the November Oscar case. “Into one ear the
airlines lecture, “Never break regulations. Never take a chance. Never ignore
written procedures. Never compromise safety.” Yet in the other they whisper,
“Don’t cost us time. Don’t waste our money. Get your passengers to their
destination—don’t find reasons why you can’t.”11
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The responsibility–authority mismatch brings us back to the basic goal conflicts
that drive most safety-critical and time-critical work. Such work consists of
holding together a tapestry of multiple competing goals, of reconciling them
as best as possible in real-time practice. Real work is full of responsibility–
authority mismatches—where people have formal responsibility for the
outcome of their work, but do not have full authority over the actions and
decisions that take them to that outcome.
As a result, work involves efficiency–thoroughness trade-offs (ETTOs), as
Erik Hollnagel calls them.12 If an entire system is crying out for operators to
be efficient, how can you then turn around after the occasional failure and all
of a sudden demand that they should have been thorough all along instead?
Of all the unreasonable things that we wreak upon one another in the wake of
failure, says Erik Hollnagel, this is among the most unreasonable. It does lay
down a good rule:
•
•
•

holding people accountable is fine;
but you need to be able to show that people had the authority to live up
to the responsibility that you are now asking of them;
if you can’t do that, your calls for accountability have no merit, and
you’d better start looking at yourself.
Valujet flight 592 crashed after takeoff from Miami airport because
oxygen generators in its cargo hold caught fire. The generators had been
loaded onto the airplane by employees of a maintenance contractor, who
were subsequently prosecuted. The editor of Aviation Week and Space
Technology “strongly believed the failure of SabreTech employees to put
caps on oxygen generators constituted willful negligence that led to the
killing of 110 passengers and crew. Prosecutors were right to bring charges.
There has to be some fear that not doing one’s job correctly could lead to
prosecution.”13
But holding individuals accountable by prosecuting them misses the point.
It shortcuts the need to learn fundamental lessons, if it acknowledges that
fundamental lessons are there to be learned in the first place. In the SabreTech
case, maintenance employees inhabited a world of boss-men and sudden
firings, and that did not supply safety caps for expired oxygen generators.
The airline may have been as inexperienced and under as much financial
pressure as people in the maintenance organization supporting it. It was
also a world of language difficulties—not only because many were Spanish
speakers in an environment of English engineering language:
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“Here is what really happened. Nearly 600 people logged work time against
the three Valujet airplanes in SabreTech’s Miami hangar; of them 72 workers
logged 910 hours across several weeks against the job of replacing the ‘ex
pired’ oxygen generators—those at the end of their approved lives. According
to the supplied Valujet work card 0069, the second step of the seven-step
process was: ‘If the generator has not been expended install shipping cap
on the firing pin.’ This required a gang of hard-pressed mechanics to draw
a distinction between canisters that were ‘expired’, meaning the ones they
were removing, and canisters that were not ‘expended’, meaning the same
ones, loaded and ready to fire, on which they were now expected to put
nonexistent caps. Also involved were canisters which were expired and
expended, and others which were not expired but were expended. And then,
of course, there was the simpler thing—a set of new replacement canisters,
which were both unexpended and unexpired.”14
These were conditions that existed long before the Valujet accident, and that
exist in many places today. Fear of prosecution stifles the flow of information
about such conditions. And information is the prime asset that makes a safety
culture work. A flow of information earlier could in fact have told the bad news.
It could have revealed these features of people’s tasks and tools; these longstanding vulnerabilities that form the stuff that accidents are made of. It would
have shown how ‘human error’ is inextricably connected to how the work is
done, with what resources, and under what circumstances and pressures.

Accountability and the systems approach
A systems approach understands that each component or contributor in a
system has specific responsibilities to help attain the system’s overall goals.15
These responsibilities cannot just be put on other people or other parts of
the system. Surgeons have responsibility for the effectiveness and safety of
surgery, but others have responsibility to ensure that required resources
are available, all the way from junior assistants to operating room nurses,
anesthetists, equipment and device manufacturers, to hospital administrators.
A New Zealand surgeon, for example, was criminally prosecuted for a number
of deaths to patients in his care. That he was forced to operate with help from
medical students, because of a lack of available competent assistance, received
scant attention.16
What is more, there is no evidence that a systems approach dilutes personal
accountability. A growing body of research on second victims shows just
how much responsibility practitioners take for things that go wrong, even
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when they themselves can point to all the context that helped create the
bad outcome.17 They still take personal responsibility and feel guilty about
it. In the cases where such second victimhood leads to grief, trauma, even
suicide, there is no evidence for
a lack of personal accountability.
There is no evidence that
There is, however, evidence for
a system approach dilutes
severely underdeveloped systems
personal accountability. In
of accountability. This is when
fact, second victims show
we blame individuals (and, in a
just how much responsibility
sense, blame the victim) without
practitioners take for
understanding the deeper context
things that go wrong.
behind the event. This is a recipe
for generating ever more first and
second victims, and not learning much of value from the things that go wrong.

New models of accountability
Accountability doesn’t have to be about blame and judging and pointing out
mistakes and owning up to them under duress. You can think about ways to
“hold people to account” without invoking all kinds of psychological and
political defense mechanisms. As soon as you put people on the defensive, just
imagine what happens to possibilities for learning from failure. They disappear.
People will cover up, not tell you things, change or leave out inconvenient
details.
Accountability can mean
The key is holding people
letting people tell their
accountable
without
invoking
account, their story.
defense mechanisms.
I was visiting the chief executive of a large organization to talk about
safety when news came in about an incident that had just happened in their
operation. A piece of heavy equipment, that should have been fastened,
came loose and caused quite a bit of damage. As I was sitting there, the
first reaction around the board table was “Who did this?! We must get our
hands on this person and teach him a real lesson! We should turn him into
an example for others! This is unacceptable!”
After the situation had calmed a bit, I suggested that if they really wanted
other people to learn from this event, then it could be more profitable to
talk to the person in question and ask him to write up his account of what
happened and why. And then to publish this account widely throughout the
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company. If the person would go along with this, then management should
drop all further calls for accountability or retribution. It took some effort,
but eventually they seemed to agree that this could be a more meaningful
way forward.

What is the moral of this encounter?
•
•
•

If you hold somebody accountable, that does not have to mean exposing
that person to liability or punishment.
You can hold people accountable by letting them tell their story, literally
“giving their account.”
Storytelling is a powerful mechanism for others to learn vicariously
from trouble.

Many sources point to the value of storytelling in preparing operators for
complex, dynamic situations in which not everything can be anticipated.
Stories contain valuable lessons about the kinds of trade-offs and sacrificing
decisions that, after the fact, can be construed as controversial (people were
efficient rather than thorough). Stories are easily remembered, scenariobased plots with actors, intentions, a narrative arc, and outcomes that in one
way or another can be mapped onto current difficult situations and matched
for possible ways out. Incident-reporting systems can capitalize on this
possibility. In contrast, more incriminating forms of accountability actually
retard this very quality. It robs from people the incentive to tell stories in the
first place.
The move away from punishing good technicians for maintenance errors
began about two decades ago as leaders began to understand the downside
of disciplining to ‘fix’ errors—and the upside of instead conducting a
thorough evaluation of the ‘why’ behind those errors. Even repetitive errors
are usually the result of something other than a technician’s negligence. A
striking example of this occurred when, over a six-year period, ‘hundreds
of mechanics were cited for logbook violations. People working the aircraft
on the gate were under pressure and they’d screw up the paperwork.’
Violations meant suspensions or a fine. Then the airline wanted to print
50,000 new logbooks. Starting with the station that had most problems, it
asked the mechanics to design the pages. They did. Another station made
a few tweaks, and when the new logbooks were introduced, violations
dropped to zero. The problem wasn’t negligent mechanics, it was a poorly
designed logbook.
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As another example, airlines in the 80’s and 90’s were having problems with
oil caps not being properly replaced on JT8D engines. Lots of good mechanics
were temporarily suspended over this. Closer investigation revealed that the
caps were so hot that mechanics could not properly get a hand on them to
check whether they were actually sealed. A visual check was not sufficient,
but supervisors did not believe mechnanics telling them about the problem.
The bottom line: discipline without understanding the problem is ineffective.i

To report or not to report
Depending on the safety level of the activity, a confidential reporting system
is a key source of safety-related information. Confidential is not the same as
anonymous. Anonymous means the reporter is known to nobody. Confidential
means that the reporter is known, but only, for example, for safety people—
not to people who could create career jeopardy (for example, supervisors, line
managers). A confidential reporting scheme might help you get details about
events which would otherwise elude you. Mike O’Leary and Nick Pidgeon
showed how much the formal and confidential reports about the same event
can diverge, and how little actionable, interesting information a formal report
sent to the line manager might contain.
Here is an example of the difference: Formal report: “On final approach at
2,000 feet AGL the first stage of flaps was selected. Flaps failed with no flap
movement. A decision was made to go around and hold while preparing
the aircraft for a flapless approach. Flapless approach completed on runway
XX.”
Part of the confidential report: “During the go-around, I was distracted by
concern for proximity of high ground as the clearance was non-standard.
‘Gear-up’ was called. I was about to select it up when air traffic control
called again. After the call, I continued the after-takeoff checks as if the gear
was up. Neither of us realized it was still down for some five minutes.”

The confidential report touches on issues that never even made it into the formal
one. These are issues that reveal additional exposure to risk in a situation like the
one described, and how crews try to manage that risk. The effects of this mix of
unexpected system failure, workload and distractions are never mentioned in the
formal report, and thus would never make it into organizational consciousness.
Baldwin, H. (2013). Probe, don't punish: Investigate the reasons behind errors. Aviation Week
and Space Technology, December 31 2012–January 7 2013, p. 134.
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With the confidential report in hand, organizations can think about investing
in broader meaningful countermeasures (other than just fixing the flap problem
on that one aircraft), such as influencing the design of go-around charts (at
this particular airport and others), liaising with the airport about procedures,
workload management, double-checking and crew coordination.

Accountability and the “just culture”
Many organizations struggle with how to create a “just culture.” Some have bought
a program off the shelf, but often find
The challenge is to create a
themselves without much justice,
culture
of accountability that
nor with meaningful accountability.
encourages
learning. Every
Justice is hard. It is supposed to be.
step toward accountability
There are no silver bullets. But there
that your organization takes
are some directions forward.
should serve that goal. Every
Some organizations implement
step that doesn’t serve that
“just culture” as a program, based
goal should be avoided.
on categories of behavior:
•
•
•

if worker behavior is judged to be white (“honest mistake”), s/he can
stay;
if it is grey (“risk-taking behavior”), s/he gets warned;
if it is black (“intentional recklessness”), s/he gets sanctioned or fired.

Some organizations use culpability decision trees to help them decide. It seems
so simple. It even seems fair. But who gets to say what is white, grey and black
in your organization? Who has the power to draw that line?
Research on, and experience with these schemes show a couple of things:18
•
•
•
•

People with more power in the organization tend to see the culture as
more “just.”
Managers and supervisors can sometimes see a “just culture” program
as a good way to get someone fired.
There is little evidence that organizations which have implemented such
schemes produce more learning. In fact, they sometimes encourage a
climate of risk secrecy.
There is also little evidence that practitioners avoid personal
accountability, even when your organization has embraced a systems
view. In fact, remember the findings on second victims mentioned
above, which show just how much responsibility people take for things
that go wrong on their watch
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•

Deciding whether behavior is an honest mistake or more culpable
involves all kinds of value judgments (for example, about standards
of care in the community, prudent persons, professional duties).20
Somebody will have to make those judgments. Who will that be in your
organization? In other words, there is no pre-existing line between the
categories. There are only people who draw it. Categories into which
we put human and social features are infinitely negotiable. What is
white to someone at some point, can easily become grey to someone
else, or even black.

If you truly want to create accountability and a “just culture” in your
organization, forget buying it off the shelf. It won’t work, independent of how
much you pay for it. You need to realize that it is going to cost you in different
ways than dollars. It is going to cost you in the cognitive and moral effort
you need to put in. It is going to cost you when you look in the mirror and
don’t like what you see. Sure, you
If you truly want to
can try to create a “just culture”
create accountability and
program based on categories. But
a “just culture” in your
sooner or later you will run into all
organization, forget buying
the problems describe above.
it off the shelf. It won’t
Instead, think about creating
justice in your responses to incidents
work, independent of
or failures. Begin by addressing
how much you pay for it.
the points below. As you do so,
You need to realize that
remember that justice can never be
it is going to cost you in
imposed. It can only be bargained:
different ways than dollars.
1. Don’t ask who is responsible, ask what is responsible.
Remember from the preface that, in the 1940s, human factors engineers
and psychologists started asking what is responsible for errors, not
who is responsible. Human factors showed that people’s actions and
assessments make sense once we understand critical features of the
world in which they work. People’s actions are systematically connected
to features of their tools and tasks. Targeting those features (the what)
is an action that contains all the potential for learning, change and
improvement. Therefore, the first response to an incident or accident—
by peers, managers and other stakeholders—should be to ask what is
responsible, not who is responsible.
2. Link knowledge of the messy details with the creation of justice.
One of the more frustrating experiences by practitioners involved in an
incident is that those who judge them often do not really know what their
work is like. They do not know the messy details, they lack technical
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knowledge, misunderstand the subtleties of what it takes to get the
job done despite the organization, the rules, the multiple constraints.
Whether this is a supervisor, an inspector, the police, a judge, a jury—
these are rarely “juries of peers.” These groups do not have the same
intimate knowledge of the work they are judging, and they may also have
incentives to build a story that puts the practitioner at a disadvantage.
So make sure you have people involved in the aftermath of an incident
who know the messy details, and who have credibility in the eyes of other
practitioners.
3. Explore the potential for restorative justice.
Retributive justice focuses on the errors or violations of individuals. It
suggests that if the error or violation (potentially) hurt someone, then
the response should hurt as well. Others in the organization might have
a desire to deny systemic causes, they might even fear being implicated
in creating the conditions for the incident. Restorative justice, on the
other hand, suggests that if the error or violation (potentially) hurt, then
the response should heal. Restorative justice acknowledges the existence
of multiple stories and points of view about how things could have
gone wrong (and how they normally go right). Restorative justice takes
the view that people do not come to work to do a bad job. Indeed,
most people are willing to work constructively after a near miss has
occurred. Restorative justice fosters dialogue between the actor and
the surrounding community (for example, of colleagues), rather than a
break in relationships through sanction and punishment.
4. Go from backward to forward-looking accountability.
Backward-looking accountability means blaming people for past
events. The idea of “holding someone accountable” is used for events
that have already happened. It implies some sort of sanction, removal
or dismissal. It is not clear what people hope to achieve with this sort
of retrospective accountability, other than perhaps instilling a sense of
anxiety and focus in others (pour encourager les autres). But this does not
work: experience shows that it only motivates others to be more careful
with reporting and disclosure. If, instead, we see somebody’s act as a
representation of an organizational, operational, technical, educational
or political issue, then accountability can become forward-looking.
The question becomes: what should we do about the problem and who
should be accountable for implementing those changes and assessing
whether they work? Forward-looking accountability is consistent with
a new type of safety thinking. People are not a problem to control, but
a solution to harness. Forward-looking accountability can help people
focus on the work necessary for change and improvement, and connects
organizational and community expectations to such work.
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5. Put second victim support in place.
Second victims are practitioners who have been involved in an
incident that (potentially) hurt or killed someone else (for example,
passengers, bystanders) and for which they feel personally responsible.
Strong social and organizational support systems for second victims
(psychological first aid, debriefings, follow-up), have proven critical
to contain the negative consequences (particularly post-traumatic
stress in all its forms). Implementing and maintaining support systems
takes resources, but it is an investment not only in worker health and
retention—it is an investment in justice and safety too. Justice can
come from acknowledging that the practitioner is a victim too—a
second victim. For some it can be empowering to be part of an
investigation process. The opportunity to recount experiences firsthand can be healing—if these are taken seriously and do not expose
the second victim to potential retribution or other forms of jeopardy.
Such involvement of second victims is an important organizational
investment in safety and learning. The resilience of second victims
and the organization are intricately intertwined, after all. The lived
experience of a second victim represents a rich trove of data for how
safety is made and broken at the very heart of the organization. Those
accounts can be integrated in how an individual and an organization
handle their risk and safety.
Your organization’s journey to a “just culture” will never be finished, even
if you develop a program around the five questions above. Justice, after all,
is one of those categories about which even reasonable people may disagree.
What is just to one is unjust to another. But by following the steps above, you
can help create a climate of honesty, of care, of fairness and of a willingness to
learn. If you do that, justice may just come around by itself.
Of course, your organization cares about accountability. But it needs the
kind of accountability that encourages learning. Accountability based on
restorative justice can do that. It involves people telling their accounts, their
stories. It involves expressing remorse for what happened and suggesting ways
in which repetition might be prevented and relationships restored. Restorative
justice does not nullify social obligations, it doesn’t get people off the hook.
It is not about “cheap grace.” Instead, it sees accountability and learning
as involving processes of disclosure, confession, apology, repentance and
forgiveness. This also means that blame-free is not accountability-free. In fact,
blame means less accountability: fewer accounts, less rich accounts. And less
learning for your organization.
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If you let your reactions to failure, and superficial demands for
“accountability” get in the way of understanding and learning from the failure,
you might never learn about the failure or its messy details in the first place. So
learning to understand and control your own reactions to failure is critical to
making progress toward the New View. Hence the next chapter.
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Abstract
Problem: How can human contributions to accidents be reconstructed? Investigators can easily
take the position a of retrospective outsider, looking back on a sequence of events that seems to lead
to an inevitable outcome, and pointing out where people went wrong. This does not explain much,
however, and may not help prevent recurrence. Method and results: This paper examines how
investigators can reconstruct the role that people contribute to accidents in light of what has recently
become known as the new view of human error. The commitment of the new view is to move
controversial human assessments and actions back into the flow of events of which they were part
and which helped bring them forth, to see why assessments and actions made sense to people at the
time. The second half of the paper addresses one way in which investigators can begin to reconstruct
people’s unfolding mindsets. Impact on industry: In an era where a large portion of accidents are
attributed to human error, it is critical to understand why people did what they did, rather than
judging them for not doing what we now know they should have done. This paper helps investigators
avoid the traps of hindsight by presenting a method with which investigators can begin to see how
people’s actions and assessments actually made sense at the time.
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1. Introduction
In human factors today, there are basically two different views on human error and
human contribution to accidents. One view, recently dubbed ‘‘the old view’’ (AMA, 1998;
Reason, 2000), sees human error as a cause of failure. In the old view of human error:


Human error is the cause of most accidents.
The engineered systems in which people work are made to be basically safe; their
success is intrinsic. The chief threat to safety comes from the inherent unreliability of
people.
 Progress in safety can be made by protecting these systems from unreliable humans
through selection, proceduralization, automation, training, and discipline.


The other view, also called ‘‘the new view,’’ sees human error not as a cause, but as a
symptom of failure (AMA, 1998; Hoffman & Woods, 2000; Rasmussen & Batstone, 1989;
Reason, 2000; Woods, Johannesen, Cook, & Sarter, 1994). In the new view of human
error:


Human error is a symptom of trouble deeper inside the system.
Safety is not inherent in systems. The systems themselves are contradictions between
multiple goals that people must pursue simultaneously. People have to create safety.
 Human error is systematically connected to features of people tools, tasks, and
operating environment. Progress on safety comes from understanding and influencing
these connections.


The new view of human error represents a substantial movement across the fields of
human factors and organizational safety (Reason, 1997; Rochlin, 1999) and encourages
the investigation of factors that easily disappear behind the label ‘‘human error’’ (e.g.,
long-standing organizational deficiencies, design problems, and procedural shortcomings).
The rationale is that human error is not an explanation for failure, but instead demands an
explanation; and that effective countermeasures start not with individual human beings
who themselves were at the receiving end of much latent trouble (Reason, 1997), but
rather with the error-producing conditions present in their working environment. Most of
those involved in accident research and analyses are proponents of the new view. For
example:
. . .simply writing off. . .accidents merely to (human) error is an overly simplistic, if not
naive, approach. . ..After all, it is well established that accidents cannot be attributed to
a single cause, or in most instances, even a single individual. (Shappell & Wiegmann,
2001, p. 60)
However, willingness to embrace the new view of human error in analytic practice is
not always matched by ability to do so. When confronted by failure, it is easy to retreat
into the old view: seeking out the ‘‘bad apples’’ and assuming that with them gone, the
system will be safer than before. An investigation’s emphasis on proximal causes ensures
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that the mishap remains the result of a few uncharacteristically ill-performing individuals
who are not representative of the system or the larger practitioner population in it. It leaves
existing beliefs about the basic safety of the system intact.
The pilots of a large military helicopter that crashed on a hillside in Scotland in 1994
were found guilty of gross negligence. The pilots did not survive—29 people died in
total—so their side of the story could never be heard. The official inquiry had no
problems with ‘‘destroying the reputation of two good men,’’ as a fellow pilot put it.
Potentially fundamental vulnerabilities (such as 160 reported cases of Uncommanded
Flying Control Movement or UFCM in computerized helicopters alone since 1994)
were not looked into seriously. (Sunday Times, 25 June 2000)
Faced with a bad, surprising event, people seem more willing to change the individuals
in the event, along with their reputations, rather than amend their basic beliefs about the
system that made the event possible. Certainly, reconstructing the human contribution to a
sequence of events that led up to an accident is not easy. Investigators are seldom—if ever—
there when events unfolded around the people under investigation. As a result, their actions
and assessments may appear not only controversial, but truly befuddling when seen from a
different point of view. In order to understand why people did what they did, it is necessary
to go back and triangulate and interpolate, from a wide variety of sources, the kinds of
mindsets that they had at the time. However, hindsight introduces bias (Fischoff, 1975)
which, along with the multiple pressures and constraints that operate on almost every
investigation (political as well as practical), works against investigations (Galison, 2000).
The goal of this study is to assess the ability to reconstruct past human performance and
demonstrate its role in accidents. Some of the mechanisms of hindsight bias are captured
as well as how people routinely handle and describe human performance evidence. In an
effort to avoid these biases and mechanisms, propositions on how to reconstruct unfolding
mindsets are introduced. Most examples will come from aviation, but they, and the
principles they illustrate, should apply equally well to domains ranging from driving to
shipping to industrial and occupational safety.

2. The mechanisms of hindsight
One of the safest bets investigators or outside observers can make is that they know
more about the incident or accident than the people who were caught up in it—thanks to
hindsight:


Hindsight means being able to look back, from the outside, on a sequence of events that
led to an outcome that has already happened;
 Hindsight allows almost unlimited access to the true nature of the situation that
surrounded people at the time (where they actually were vs. where they thought they
were; what state their system was in vs. what they thought it was in);
 Hindsight allows investigators to pinpoint what people missed and should not have
missed; what they did not do but should have done.
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From the perspective of the outside and hindsight (typically the investigator’s
perspective), the entire sequence of events is exposed—the triggering conditions, its
various twists and turns, the outcome, and the true nature of circumstances surrounding the
route to trouble. This contrasts fundamentally with the point of view of people who were
inside the situation as it unfolded around them. To them, the outcome was not known, nor
the entirety of surrounding circumstances. They contributed to the direction of the
sequence of events on the basis of what they saw and understood to be the case on the
inside of the evolving situation. For investigators, however, it is very difficult to attain this
perspective. The mechanisms by which hindsight operates on human performance data are
mutually reinforcing. Together they continually pull the investigators in the direction of
the position of the retrospective outsider. The ways in which human performance evidence
from the rubble of an accident are retrieved, represented, and re-told typically sponsors this
migration of viewpoint.
2.1. Mechanism 1: making tangled histories linear by cherry-picking and re-grouping
evidence
One effect of hindsight is that ‘‘people who know the outcome of a complex prior
history of tangled, indeterminate events, remember that history as being much more
determinant, leading ‘inevitably’ to the outcome they already knew’’ (Weick, 1995, p. 28).
Hindsight allows observers to change past indeterminacy and complexity into order,
structure, and oversimplified causality (Reason, 1990). In trying to make sense of past
performance, it is always tempting to group individual fragments of human performance
that prima facie point to some common condition or mindset. For example, ‘‘hurry’’ to
land is a leitmotif extracted from the evidence in the following investigation, and that haste
in turn is enlisted to explain the errors that were made:
Investigators were able to identify a series of errors that initiated with the flightcrew’s
acceptance of the controller’s offer to land on runway 19. . .The CVR indicates that
the decision to accept the offer to land on runway 19 was made jointly by the captain
and the first officer in a 4-second exchange that began at 2136:38. The captain
asked: ‘would you like to shoot the one nine straight in?’ The first officer responded,
‘Yeah, we’ll have to scramble to get down. We can do it.’ This interchange followed
an earlier discussion in which the captain indicated to the first officer his desire to
hurry the arrival into Cali, following the delay on departure from Miami, in an
apparent to minimize the effect of the delay on the flight attendants’ rest
requirements. For example, at 2126:01, he asked the first officer to ‘keep the speed
up in the descent’. . .(This is) evidence of the hurried nature of the tasks performed.
(Aeronautica Civil, 1996, p. 29)
However, the fragments used to build the argument of haste come from over half an
hour of extended performance. The investigator treats the record as if it were a public
quarry to pick stones from, and the accident explanation the building he needs to erect.
The problem is that each fragment is meaningless outside the context that produced it:
each fragment has its own story, background, and reasons for being, and when it was
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produced it may have had nothing to do with the other fragments it is now grouped with.
Also, behavior takes place in between the fragments. These intermediary episodes contain
changes and evolutions in perceptions and assessments that separate the excised fragments
not only in time, but also in meaning. Thus, the condition, and the constructed linearity in
the story that binds these performance fragments, arises not from the circumstances that
brought each of the fragments forth; it is not a feature of those circumstances. It is an
artifact of the investigator. In the case described above, ‘‘hurry’’ is a condition identified in
hindsight, one that plausibly couples the start of the flight (almost 2 h behind schedule)
with its fatal ending (on a mountainside rather than an airport). ‘‘Hurry’’ is a retrospectively invoked leitmotif that guides the search for evidence about itself. It leaves the
investigator with a story that is admittedly more linear and plausible and less messy and
complex than the actual events. Yet it is not a set of findings, but of tautologies.
2.2. Mechanism 2: finding what people could have done to avoid the accident
Tracing the sequence of events back from the outcome, which investigators already
know about, they invariably come across circumstances where people had opportunities to
revise their assessment of the situation but failed to do so; where people were given the
option to recover from their route to trouble, but did not take it. These are counterfactuals—quite common in accident analysis. For example, ‘‘The airplane could have
overcome the windshear encounter if the pitch attitude of 15j nose-up had been
maintained, the thrust had been set to 1.93 Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR), and the landing
gear had been retracted on schedule’’ (National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB),
1995, p. 119). Counterfactuals prove what could have happened if certain minute and often
utopian conditions had been met. Counterfactual reasoning may be a fruitful exercise when
trying to uncover potential countermeasures against such failures in the future.
However, saying what people could have done in order to prevent a particular outcome
does not explain why they did what they did. This is the problem with counterfactuals.
When they are enlisted as explanatory proxy, they help circumvent the hard problem of
investigations: finding out why people did what they did. Stressing what was not done (but
if it had been done, the accident would not have happened) explains nothing about what
actually happened, or why.
In addition, counterfactuals are a powerful tributary to the hindsight bias. They help us
impose structure and linearity on tangled prior histories. Counterfactuals can convert a
mass of indeterminate actions and events, themselves overlapping and interacting, into a
linear series of straightforward bifurcations. For example, people could have perfectly
executed the go-around maneuver but did not; they could have denied the runway change
but did not. As the sequence of events rolls back into time, away from its outcome, the
story of bad decisions and wrongdoing builds. What is noticed is that people chose the
wrong prong at each fork, time and again—ferrying them along inevitably to the outcome
that formed the starting point of our investigation (for without it, there would have been no
investigation).
However, human work in complex, dynamic worlds is seldom about simple dichotomous choices (as in: to err or not to err) and it certainly is never done backward in time.
Bifurcations are extremely rare—especially those that yield clear previews of the
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respective outcomes at each end. In reality, choice moments (such as there are) typically
reveal multiple possible pathways that stretch out, like cracks in a window, into the ever
denser fog of futures not yet known. Their outcomes are indeterminate; hidden in what is
still to come. In reality, actions need to be taken under uncertainty and under the pressure
of limited time and other resources. What from the retrospective outside may look like a
discrete, leisurely two-choice opportunity to not fail, is from the inside really just one
fragment caught up in a stream of surrounding actions and assessments. In fact, from the
inside, it may not look like a choice at all. These often are choices only in hindsight. To the
people caught up in the sequence of events, there was likely no compelling reason at all to
re-assess a situation or decide against anything (or else they probably would have) at the
point the investigator has now found significant or controversial. They were likely doing
what they were doing because they thought they were right; given their understanding of
the situation; their pressures. The challenge for an investigator becomes to understand how
this may not have been a discrete event to the people whose actions are under
investigation. The investigator needs to see how other people’s ‘‘decisions’’ to continue
were likely nothing more than continuous behavior—reinforced by their current understanding of the situation, confirmed by the cues they were focusing on, and reaffirmed by
their expectations of how things would develop.
2.3. Mechanism 3: judging people for what they did not do but should have done
Where counterfactuals are used in investigations, even as explanatory proxy, they
themselves often require explanations as well. After all, if an exit from the route to trouble
stands out so clearly to us, how was it possible for other people to miss it? If there was an
opportunity to recover, to not crash, then failing to grab it demands an explanation. The
place where investigators look for clarification is often the set of rules, professional
standards, and available data that surrounded people’s operation at the time, and how
people did not see or meet that which they should have seen or met. Recognizing that there is
a mismatch between what was done or seen and what should have been done or seen—as per
those standards—it is easy to judge people for not doing what they should have done.
Where fragments of behavior are contrasted with written guidance that can be found to
have been applicable in hindsight, actual performance is often found wanting; it does not
live up to procedures or regulations. For example, ‘‘One of the pilots. . .executed (a
computer entry) without having verified that it was the correct selection and without
having first obtained approval of the other pilot, contrary to procedures’’ (Aeronautica
Civil, 1996, p. 31). Investigations invest considerably in organizational archeology so that
they can construct the regulatory or procedural framework within which the operations
took place, or should have taken place. Inconsistencies between existing procedures or
regulations and actual behavior are easy to expose when organizational records are
excavated after-the-fact and rules uncovered that would have fit this or that particular
situation. This is not, however, very informative. There is virtually always a mismatch
between actual behavior and written guidance that can be located in hindsight (Suchman,
1987; Woods et al., 1994). Pointing that there is a mismatch sheds little light on the why of
the behavior in question. For that matter, mismatches between procedures and practice are
not unique to mishaps (Degani & Wiener, 1991).
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Another route to constructing a world against which investigators hold individual
performance fragments is finding all the cues in a situation that were not picked up by the
practitioners, but that, in hindsight, proved critical. Take the turn toward the mountains on
the left that was made just before an accident near Cali, Colombia in 1995 (Aeronautica
Civil, 1996). What should the crew have seen in order to notice the turn? They had plenty
of indications, according to the manufacturer of their aircraft:
Indications that the airplane was in a left turn would have included the following: the
EHSI (Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator) Map Display (if selected) with a
curved path leading away from the intended direction of flight; the EHSI VOR display,
with the CDI (Course Deviation Indicator) displaced to the right, indicating the
airplane was left of the direct Cali VOR course, the EaDI indicating approximately 16
degrees of bank, and all heading indicators moving to the right. Additionally the crew
may have tuned Rozo in the ADF and may have had bearing pointer information to
Rozo NDB on the RMDI. (Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, 1996, p. 13)
This is a standard response after mishaps: point to the data that would have revealed the
true nature of the situation. Knowledge of the ‘‘critical’’ data comes only with the
omniscience of hindsight, but if data can be shown to have been physically available, it is
assumed that it should have been picked up by the person(s) in the situation. The problem
is that pointing out that it should have does not explain why it was not, or why it was
interpreted differently back then (Weick, 1995). There is a dissociation between data
availability and data observability (Woods et al., 1994)—between what can be shown to
have been physically available and what would have been observable given the multiple
interleaving tasks, goals, attentional focus, interests, and—as Vaughan (1996) shows—
culture of the practitioner.
There are also less obvious or not documented standards. These are often invoked when
a controversial fragment (e.g., a decision to accept a runway change [Aeronautica Civil,
1996], or the decision to go around or not [NTSB, 1995]) knows no clear pre-ordained
guidance but relies on local, situated judgment. For these cases there are always ‘‘standards of good practice,’’ which are based on convention and putatively practiced across an
entire industry. One such standard in aviation is ‘‘good airmanship,’’ which, if nothing else
can, will explain the variance in behavior that had not yet been accounted for.
While micromatching, the investigator frames people’s past assessments and actions
inside a world that s/he has invoked retrospectively. Looking at the frame as overlay on the
sequence of events, s/he sees that pieces of behavior stick out in various places and at
various angles: a rule not followed here; available data not observed there; professional
standards not met over there. However, rather than explaining controversial fragments in
relation to the circumstances that brought them forth, and in relation to the stream of
preceding as well as succeeding behaviors that surrounded them, the frame merely boxes
performance fragments inside a world the investigator now knows to be true. The problem
is this after-the-fact-world may have very little relevance to the actual world that produced
the behavior under investigation. The behavior is contrasted against the investigator’s
reality, not the reality surrounding the behavior in question at the time. Judging people for
what they did not do relative to some rule or standard does not explain why they did what
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they did. Saying that people failed to take this or that pathway—only in hindsight the right
one—judges other people from a position of broader insight and outcome knowledge that
they themselves did not have. It does not explain a thing; it does not shed any light on why
people did what they did given their surrounding circumstances. The investigator has
gotten caught in what William James called ‘‘the psychologist’s fallacy’’ a century ago: he
has substituted his own reality for the one of his object of study.
It appears that in order to explain failure, we seek failure. In order to explain missed
opportunities and bad choices, we seek flawed analyses, inaccurate perceptions, violated
rules—even if these were not thought to be influential or obvious or even flawed at the
time (Starbuck & Milliken, 1988). This search for people’s failures is another welldocumented effect of the hindsight bias: knowledge of outcome fundamentally influences
how we see a process. If we know the outcome was bad, we can no longer objectively look
at the behavior leading up to it—it must also have been bad (Fischoff, 1975; Reason, 1997;
Woods et al., 1994).

3. Local rationality
What is striking about many accidents in complex systems is that people were doing
exactly the sorts of things they would usually be doing—the things that usually lead to
success and safety. Mishaps are more typically the result of everyday influences on
everyday decision making than they are isolated cases of erratic individuals behaving
unrepresentatively (e.g., AMA, 1998; Reason, 1997; Sanne, 1999; Woods et al., 1994).
People are doing what makes sense given the situational indications, operational pressures,
and organizational norms existing at the time. Accidents are seldom preceded by bizarre
behavior. People’s errors and mistakes (such as there are in any objective sense) are
systematically coupled to their circumstances and tools and tasks. Indeed, a most
important empirical regularity of human factor research since the mid-1940s is the local
rationality principle. What people do makes sense to them at the time—it has to, otherwise
they would not do it. People do not come to work to do a bad job; they are not out to crash
cars or airplanes or ground ships. The local rationality principle, originating in Simon
(1969), says that people do things that are reasonable, or rational, based on their limited
knowledge, goals, and understanding of the situation and their limited resources at the time
(Woods et al., 1994). Avoiding the mechanisms of the hindsight bias means acknowledging that failures are baked into the nature of people’s work and organization; that they
are symptoms of deeper trouble or by-products of systemic brittleness in the way business
is done. It means having to find out what people did back there and then actually make
sense of it given the organization and operation that surrounded them.
To explain outcome failure, it is necessary to convert the search for human failures into
a search for human sensemaking (Snook, 2000). The question is not ‘‘where did people go
wrong?’’ but ‘‘why did this assessment or action make sense to them at the time?’’ Such
real insight is derived not from judging people from the position of retrospective outsider,
but from seeing the world through the eyes of the protagonists at the time. When looking
at the sequence of events from this perspective, a very different story often struggles into
view.
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4. The reconstruction of unfolding mindset
How is the perspective from inside the situation captured so that meaningful results
from our probe can be generated? The investigator is confronted with a problem similar to
that of the field researcher—how to migrate from a context-specific set of data to more
concept-based results that are interpretable and falsifiable; that are more than just another
anecdote (Woods, 1993; Xiao & Vincente, 2000). Falsifiability means the investigator has
to leave a trace that others can follow. In human factors, it is not uncommon to make the
shift from context-specific to concept-dependent in one big leap (e.g., this underestimate
of the closing rate signifies a loss of situation awareness), which produces conclusions that
no one else can verify. The challenge is to build up an account that moves from the
context-specific to the concept-dependent gradually, leaving a clear trace for others to
follow, verify, and debate (e.g., Hollnagel, Pederson, & Rasmussen, 1981). To be sure, any
explanation of past performance that the investigators arrive at remains a fictional story, an
approximation, a tentative match—open to revision as new evidence may come in. In the
words of Woods (1993, p. 238): ‘‘A critical factor is identifying and resolving all
anomalies in a potential interpretation. We have more confidence in, or are more willing
to pretend that, the story may in fact have some relation to reality if all currently known
data about the sequence of events and background are coherently accounted for by the
reconstruction.’’ Five steps are presented below that the investigator could use to begin to
reconstruct a concept-dependent account from context-specific incident data.
4.1. Step 1: laying out the sequence of events in context-specific language
The record and other data about an incident typically reveals a sequence of activities—
human observations, actions, assessments, decisions, as well as changes in the state of the
process or system. This sequence of events forms the starting point for an examination of
the inside of the situation. The goal is to examine how people’s mindset unfolded parallel
with the situation evolving around them, and how people, in turn, helped influence the
course of events. There is a fundamental reciprocity in human information processing
(Clark, 1997; Neisser, 1976) from which the investigator can benefit by triangulation and
interpolation. Cues and indications from the world influence people’s situation assessments, which in turn inform their actions, which in turn change the world and what it
reveals about itself, and so forth. This means that if certain actions or assessments are
difficult to interpret, then the circumstances (and particularly what was observable about
them) in which they appeared can hold the key to their sensibility. Indeed, the
reconstruction of mindset often begins not with the mind, but with the situation in which
the mind found itself. Similarly, if there is a lack of data from system or process sources,
certain behaviors that are canonical in particular process states can help to reconstruct the
state of cues and indications observable at the time. This creates various entries to scour
the record for events and activities:
. Shifts in behavior. There can be points where people may have realized that the
situation was different from what they believed it to be previously. This is seen either in
their remarks or their actions. These shifts are markers to look at later for the indications
unfolding around them that people may have used to come to a different realization.
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. Actions to influence the process. This may come from people’s own intentions.
Depending on the kind of data that the domain records or provides, evidence for these
actions may not be found in the actions themselves, but in process changes that follow
from them. As a clue for a later step, such actions also form a nice little window on
people’s understanding of the situation at that time.
. Changes in the process. Any significant change in the process that people manage
must serve as event. Not all changes in a process managed by people actually come from
people. In fact, increasing automation in a variety of workplaces has led to the potential for
autonomous process changes almost everywhere—for example:



Automatic shut-down sequences or other interventions;
Alarms that go off because a parameter crossed a threshold;
 Uncommanded mode changes;
 Autonomous recovery from undesirable states or configurations.


Yet even if they are autonomous, these process changes do not happen in a vacuum.
They always point to human behavior around them; behavior that preceded it and
behavior that followed it. People may have helped to get the process into a
configuration where autonomous changes were triggered. When changes happen,
people notice them or not; people respond to them or not. Such actions, or the lack
of them, again give you a strong clue about people’s knowledge and current understanding.
The way to capture these events and activities during this stage is in context-specific
language—meaning a minimum of psychological diction. Instead, use a version of what
happened in terms that domain people use to talk about their own work. The goal is to miss
as few details as possible. Skipping to higher-level descriptions of human performance is
seductive, even at this stage, but should be avoided. Seemingly low-level concepts, such as
‘‘decision making’’ or ‘‘diagnosis,’’ already are large—meaning they contain a lot of
behavior—and are easily mistaken for detailed insight into psychological issues (Hollnagel, 1998; Woods, 1993).
Time (and/or space) can be powerful organizing principles to help lay out the activities
and events. Behavior, and the process in which it took place, unfolded over time and,
probably, in some space. By organizing data spatially and temporally (e.g., through
drawing maps or timelines or both), actions and assessments can become more clearly
coupled to the process state and location in which they took place; they can recover their
spot in the flow of events of which they were part and which helped bring them forth. Such
organization likely yields further clues about why actions and assessments made sense to
people back there and then.
4.2. Step 2: divide the sequence of events into episodes, if necessary
Accidents do not just happen; they evolve over a period of time. Sometimes this time
may be long (e.g., 34 h, see NTSB, 1997), so it may be fruitful to divide the sequence of
events into separate episodes that each deserve their own further human performance
analysis. Cues about where to chunk up the sequence of events can mostly come from the
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domain description arrived at above, especially at discontinuities in human assessments,
actions, or process states.
There is inherent difficulty in deciding what counts as the overall beginning of a
sequence of events (especially the beginning—the end often speaks for itself). Since,
philosophically, there is no such thing as a root cause, there is technically no such thing as
the beginning of a mishap. Yet the investigation needs to start somewhere. Making clear
where it starts and explaining this choice is a good step toward a structured, wellengineered human performance investigation. Here is one option: Take as the beginning of
your first episode the first assessment, decision, or action by people or the system close to
the mishap—the one that, according to you, set the sequence of events in motion. This
assessment or action can be seen as a trigger for the events that unfold from there. Of
course the trigger itself has a reason, a background, that extends back beyond the mishap
sequence—both in time and in place. The whole point of taking a proximal action or event
as starting point is not to ignore this background, but to identify concrete points to begin
the investigation into them.
4.3. Step 3: find out how the world looked or changed during each episode
This step is about reconstructing the unfolding world that people inhabited; find out
what their process was doing and what data was available. This is the first step toward
coupling behavior and situation—toward putting the observed behavior back into the
situation that produced and accompanied it. Laying out how some of the critical
parameters changed over time is nothing new to investigations. Many accident report
appendices contain read-outs from data recorders, which show the graphs of known and
relevant process parameters. However, building these pictures is often where investigations stop today. Tentative references about connections between known parameters and
people’s assessments and actions are sometimes made, but never in a systematic or graphic
way. The point here to marry all the events that have been identified with the unfolding
process—to begin to see the two in parallel, as an inextricable, causal dance-a-deux. The
point of step three is to build a picture that shows these connections.
The record will most likely contain (some kind of) data about how process parameters
were changing over time (speed until impact, for example, but also traces of changing
pressures, ratios, settings, quantities, automation or computer modes, rates, and so forth)
and how these were presented to the people in question. Considerable domain knowledge
(either from the investigator him/herself or from outside) may be necessary to determine
which of the parameters could have counted as a stimulus for the behavior under
investigation. The difficulty (reflected in the next step) will be to move from merely
showing that certain data was physically available, to arguing which of these data was
actually observable and made a difference in people’s assessments and actions—and why
this made sense to them back then.
4.4. Step 4: identify people’s goals, focus of attention and knowledge active at the time
So out of all the data available, what did people actually see and how did they interpret
it? Given that human behavior is goal-directed and governed by knowledge activated in
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situ (Woods et al., 1994), clues are available from looking at people’s goals at the time, and
at the knowledge activated to help pursue them.
Finding what goals people were working on does not need to be difficult. It often
connects directly to how the process was unfolding around them:


What was canonical or normal at this time in the operation? Tasks (and the goals they
represent) relate in systematic ways to stages in a process.
 What was happening in the process managed by the people? Systems were set or inputs
were made—changes that connect to the tasks people were carrying out.
 What were other people in the operating environment doing? People who work together
on common goals often divide the necessary tasks among them in predictable or
complementary ways. There may be standard role divisions, for example, between pilot
flying and pilot not-flying, that specify the work for each.
It is seldom the case, however, that just one goal governs what people do. Most
complex work is characterized by multiple goals, all of which are active or must be
pursued at the same time (e.g., on-time performance and safety). Depending on the
circumstances, some of these goals may be at odds with one another, producing goal
conflicts. Any analysis of human performance has to take the potential for goal conflicts
into account. Goal trade-offs can be generated by the nature of the work itself. For
example, anesthesiologists need to maximize pre-operative workup time with a patient to
guard patient safety and quell liability concerns, while their schedules interlock with other
professions that exercise pressure with respect to, for example, timing. Goal conflicts can
also precipitate from the organizational level. In this case, not all goals (or their respective
priorities) are written down in guidance, procedures, or job descriptions. In fact, most are
probably not. This makes it difficult to trace or prove their contribution to particular
assessments or actions. However, previous occurrences in similar circumstances or in the
same organization may yield powerful clues. They can substantially influence people’s
criterion setting with respect to a goal conflict. For example, a decision to take off or not to
take off in bad weather may be precluded by earlier incidents, or, conversely, encouraged
by organizational reactions to lack of on-time performance.
When it comes to knowledge, not all knowledge people once showed to possess is
necessarily available when called for. In fact, the problem of knowledge organization (is it
structured so that it can be applied effectively in operational circumstances?) and inert
knowledge (even if it is there, does it get activated in context?) should attune investigators
to mismatches between how knowledge was acquired and how it is to be applied in
practice. For example, if material is learned in neat chunks and static ways (books, most
computer-based training) but needs to be applied in dynamic situations that call for novel
and complex combinations, then inert knowledge is a risk (Woods et al., 1994).
What people know and what they try to accomplish jointly determines where they will
look; where they will direct their attention—and consequently, which data will be
observable to them. Recognize how this is, once again, the local rationality principle.
People are not unlimited cognitive processors (there are no unlimited cognitive processors
in the entire universe). People do not know and see everything all the time. So their
rationality is limited, or bounded. What people do, where they focus, and how they
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interpret cues makes sense from their point of view, their knowledge, their objectives, and
their limited resources (e.g., time, processing capacity, workload). Re-establishing people’s
local rationality will help in understanding the gap between data availability and what
people actually saw or used. In dynamic situations, people direct their attention as a joint
result of:


What their current understanding of the situation is, which in turn is determined partly
by their knowledge and goals. Current understanding helps people form expectations
about what should happen next (either as a result of their own actions or as a result of
changes in the world itself).
 What happens in the world. Particularly salient or intrusive cues will draw attention
even if they fall outside people’s current interpretation of what is going on.
Keeping up with a dynamic world, in which situations evolve and change, is a
demanding part of much operational work, and implies two different kinds of ‘‘errors.’’
People may fall behind during rapidly changing conditions, and update their interpretation
of what is happening constantly, trying to follow every little change in the world. Or
people may become locked in one interpretation, even while evidence around them
suggests that the situation has changed (see De Keyser & Woods, 1990).
4.5. Step 5: step up to a conceptual description
The goal here is to build an account of human performance that runs parallel to the one
created in Step 1. This time, however, the language that describes the same sequence of
events is not one of domain terms, it is one of human factors or psychological concepts.
The point of the final step is to close the gap from data to interpretation, by following and
documenting the various steps between the context-specific account of what happened and
a concept-dependent one, linking back the concepts found to specific evidence in the
context-specific record.
One reason for the importance of this step goes beyond the mandate of an individual
investigation. Getting away from the context-specific details—which are set in a language
that may not communicate well to accidents or problems in other domains—opens up a
crucial way to learn from failure: discovering similarities between seemingly disparate
events and even application areas. When people instead stress the differences between
sequences of events or domains, learning anything of value beyond the one event becomes
difficult (Rochlin, 1999). Similarities between accounts of different occurrences can point
to common conditions that helped produce the problem under investigation.

5. Conclusion
The systematic investigation of human contributions to accidents is not yet a very wellestablished practice with common methods or assumptions. Investigators are often forced
to rely almost exclusively on domain knowledge and common sense, but this exposes
them to the mechanisms of hindsight. Human performance evidence can get disembodied
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from the flow of events that accompanied it and brought it forth; and conclusions about the
human contribution easily become counterfactual and judgmental—stressing what people
should have done to avoid the accident, but failed to do. None of this explains what really
happened or why. There may be a need for stronger appreciation among investigators of
the methodical challenges and pitfalls associated with retrospective analyses of human
performance. Even clearer is the need for further development of ways in which
investigators can systematically reconstruct the human contribution to accidents and avoid
the biases of hindsight.
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Abstract: Following celebrated failures stakeholders begin to ask questions about how to improve the systems and processes they operate, manage or depend
on. In this process it is easy to become stuck on the label ‘human error’ as if it were an explanation for what happened and as if such a diagnosis specified
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INTRODUCTION

define one checklist for constructive responses when
windows of opportunity to improve safety arise:

Dramatic and celebrated failures are dreadful events that
lead stakeholders to question basic assumptions about how
the system in question works and sometimes breaks down.
As each of these systems is under pressure to achieve new
levels of performance and utilise costly resources more
efficiently, it is very difficult for these stakeholders in highrisk industries to make substantial investments to improve
safety. In this context, common beliefs and fallacies about
human performance and about how systems fail undermine
the ability to move forward.
On the other hand, over the years researchers on human
performance, human–computer cooperation, teamwork,
and organisational dynamics have turned their attention
to high-risk systems studying how they fail and often
succeed. While there are many attempts to summarise these
research findings, stakeholders have a difficult time acting
on these lessons, especially as they conflict with conventional views, require difficult trade-offs and demand
sacrifices on other practical dimensions.
In this paper we use generalisations from the research
base about how complex systems fail and how people
contribute to safety as a guide for stakeholders when
celebrated failure or other developments create windows of
opportunity for change and investment. Nine steps forward
are described and explained in the form of series of maxims
and corollaries that summarise general patterns about error
and expertise, complexity and learning. These ‘nine steps’

1. Pursue second stories beneath the surface to discover
multiple contributors.
2. Escape the hindsight bias.
3. Understand work as performed at the sharp end of the
system.
4. Search for systemic vulnerabilities.
5. Study how practice creates safety.
6. Search for underlying patterns.
7. Examine how change will produce new vulnerabilities
and paths to failure.
8. Use new technology to support and enhance human
expertise.
9. Tame complexity through new forms of feedback.

1. PURSUE SECOND STORIES
When an issue breaks with safety at the centre, it has been
and will be told as a ‘first story’. First stories, biased by
knowledge of outcome, are overly simplified accounts of the
apparent ‘cause’ of the undesired outcome. The hindsight
bias narrows and distorts our view of practice after-the-fact.
As a result:
. there is premature closure on the set of contributors that
lead to failure;
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. the pressures and dilemmas that drive human performance are masked; and
. how people and organisations work to overcome hazards
and make safety is obscured.

Stripped of all the context, first stories are appealing
because they are easy to tell and locate the important
‘cause’ of failure in practitioners closest to the outcome.
First stories appear in the press and usually drive the public,
legal, and regulatory reactions to failure. Unfortunately,
first stories simplify the dilemmas, complexities, and
difficulties practitioners face and hide the multiple
contributors and deeper patterns. The distorted view leads
to proposals for ‘solutions’ that are weak or even counterproductive and blocks the ability of organisations to learn
and improve.
For example, this pattern has been repeated over the last
few years as the patient safety movement in health care has
emerged. Each new celebrated failure produces general
apprehension and calls for action. The first stories convince
us that there are basic gaps in safety. They cause us to ask
questions like: ‘How big is this safety problem?’ ‘Why didn’t
someone notice it before?’ and ‘Who is responsible for this
state of affairs?’
The calls to action based on first stories have followed a
regular pattern:
. demands for increasing the general awareness of the issue
among the public, media, regulators and practitioners
(‘we need a conference . . .’);
. calls for others to try harder or be more careful (‘those
people should be more vigilant about . . .’);
. insistence that real progress on safety can be made easily
if some local limitation is overcome (‘we can do a better
job if only . . .’);
. calls for more extensive, more detailed, more frequent
and more complete reporting of problems (‘we need
mandatory incident reporting systems with penalties for
failure to report’); and
. calls for more technology to guard against erratic people
(‘we need computer order entry, bar coding, electronic
medical records, etc.’).

Actually, first stories represent a kind of reaction to failure
that attributes the cause of accidents to narrow proximal
factors, usually ‘human error’. They appear to be attractive
explanations for failure, but they lead to sterile responses
that limit learning and improvement (blame and punishment; e.g., ‘we need to make it so costly for people that they
will have to . . .’).
When we observe this process begin to play out over an
issue or celebrated event, the constructive response is very
simple. To make progress on safety requires going beyond
first stories to discover what lies behind the term ‘human
error’ (Cook et al 1998). At the broadest level, our role is to
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help others develop the deeper ‘second story’. This is the
most basic lesson from past research on how complex
systems fail. When one pursues second stories the system in
question looks very different and one can begin to see how
the system moves toward, but is usually blocked from,
accidents. Through these deeper insights learning occurs
and the process of improvement begins.
I. The Second Story Maxim
Progress on safety begins with uncovering ‘second stories’.
The remaining steps specify how to extract the second
stories and how they can lead to safety improvement.

2. ESCAPE FROM HINDSIGHT BIAS
The first story after celebrated accidents tells us nothing
about the factors that influence human performance before
the fact. Rather the first story represents how we, with
knowledge of outcome and as stakeholders, react to failures.
Reactions to failure are driven by the consequences of
failure for victims and other stakeholders and by the costs
associated with changes made to satisfy stakeholders that
the threats represented by the failure are under sufficient
control. This is a social and political process about how we
attribute ‘cause’ for dreadful and surprising breakdowns in
systems that we depend on (Woods et al 1994; Schon
1995).
Knowledge of outcome distorts our view of the nature of
practice. We simplify the dilemmas, complexities and
difficulties practitioners face and how they usually cope
with these factors to produce success. The distorted view
leads people to propose ‘solutions’ that actually can be
counterproductive
(a) if they degrade the flow of information that supports
learning about systemic vulnerabilities; and
(b) if they create new complexities to plague practice.
Research-based approaches fundamentally use various
techniques to escape from hindsight bias. This is a crucial
prerequisite for learning to occur.

3. UNDERSTAND THE WORK
PERFORMED AT THE SHARP END OF
THE SYSTEM
When we start to pursue the ‘second story’, our attention is
directed to people working at the sharp end of a system
such as health care. The substance of the second story
resides at the sharp end of the system as organisational,
economic, human and technological factors play out to
create outcomes. Sharp end practitioners who work in this
setting face of a variety of difficulties, complexities,
dilemmas and trade-offs and are called on to achieve
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multiple, often conflicting, goals. Safety is created here at
the sharp end as practitioners interact with the hazardous
processes inherent in the field of activity in the face of the
multiple demands and using the available tools and
resources.
To follow second stories, one looks more broadly than a
single case to understand how practitioners at the sharp end
function – the nature of technical work as experienced by
the practitioner in context. This is seen in research as a
practice-centred view of technical work in context (Barley and
Orr 1997).
Ultimately, all efforts to improve safety will be
translated into new demands, constraints, tools or resources
that appear at the sharp end. Improving safety depends on
investing in resources that support practitioners in meeting
the demands and overcoming the inherent hazards in that
setting.
II. The Technical Work in Context Maxim
Progress on safety depends on understanding how practitioners cope with the complexities of technical work.
When we shift our focus to technical work in context, we
begin to ask how people usually succeed. Ironically,
understanding the sources of failure begins with understanding how practitioners coordinate activities in ways
that help them cope with the different kinds of complexities they experience. Interestingly, the fundamental insight
20 years ago that launched the New Look behind the label
human error was to see human performance at work as
human adaptations directed to cope with complexity
(Rasmussen 1986).
One way that some researchers have summarised the
results that lead to Maxim II is that:
‘The potential cost of misunderstanding technical work’ is the risk
of setting policies whose actual effects are ‘not only unintended but
sometimes so skewed that they exacerbate the problems they seek
to resolve’. ‘Efforts to reduce error misfire when they are predicated
on a fundamental misunderstanding of the primary sources of
failures in the field of practice [systemic vulnerabilities ] and on
misconceptions of what practitioners actually do.’ (Barley and Orr
1997, p. 18; emphasis added)

Three corollaries to the Technical Work in Context
Maxim can help focus efforts to understand technical
work as it effects the potential for failure:
Corollary IIA. Look for Sources of Success
To understand failure, understand success in the face of
complexities.
Failures occur in situations that usually produce successful
outcomes. In most cases, the system produces success
despite opportunities to fail. To understand failure requires
understanding how practitioners usually achieve success in
the face of demands, difficulties, pressures and dilemmas.
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Indeed, it is clear that success and failure flow from the
same sources (Rasmussen 1985).
Corollary IIB. Look for Difficult Problems
To understand failure, look at what makes problems
difficult.
Understanding failure and success begins with understanding what makes problems difficult. Cook et al
(1998) illustrated the value of this approach in their
tutorial for health care, ‘The tale of two stories’. They used
three uncelebrated second stories from health care to show
progress depended on investigations that identified the
factors that made certain situations more difficult to handle
and then explored the individual and team strategies used
to handle these situations. As the researchers began to
understand what made certain kinds of problems difficult,
how expert strategies were tailored to these demands and
how other strategies were poor or brittle, new concepts
were identified to support and broaden the application of
successful strategies.
Corollary IIC. Be Practice-Centred – Avoid the Psychologist’s Fallacy
Understand the nature of practice from the practitioner’s
point of view.
It is easy to commit what William James called over one
hundred years ago the Psychologist’s Fallacy (1890).
Updated to today, this fallacy occurs when well-intentioned
observers think that their distant view of the workplace
captures the actual experience of those who perform
technical work in context. Distant views can miss important
aspects of the actual work situation and thus can miss critical
factors that determine human performance in that field of
practice. To avoid the danger of this fallacy, cognitive
anthropologists use research techniques based on an ‘emic’
or practice-centred perspective (Hutchins, 1995). Researchers on human problem solving and decision making refer to
the same concept with labels such as process tracing and
naturalistic decision making (Klein et al 1993).
It is important to distinguish clearly that doing technical
work expertly is not the same thing as expert understanding
of the basis for technical work. This means that
practitioners’ descriptions of how they accomplish their
work are often biased and cannot be taken at face value.
For example, there can be a significant gap between
people’s descriptions (or self-analysis) of how they do
something and observations of what they actually do.
Since technical work in context is grounded in the
details of the domain itself, it is also insufficient to be
expert in human performance in general. Understanding
technical work in context requires (1) in-depth appreciation of the pressures and dilemmas practitioners face and
the resources and adaptations practitioners bring to bear to
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accomplish their goals, and also (2) the ability to step back
and reflect on the deep structure of factors that influence
human performance in that setting. Individual observers
rarely possess all of the relevant skills, so that progress on
understanding technical work in context and the sources of
safety inevitably requires interdisciplinary cooperation.
In the final analysis, successful practice-centred inquiry
requires a marriage between the following three factors:
. the view of practitioners in context;
. technical knowledge in that area of practice; and
. knowledge of general results/concepts about the various
aspects of human performance that play out in that
setting.

Interdisciplinary collaborations have played a central role
as health care has begun to make progress on iatrogenic
risks and patient safety recently (e.g., Hendee 1999).
This leads us to note a third maxim:
III. The Interdisciplinary Synthesis Maxim
Progress on safety depends on facilitating interdisciplinary
investigations.

4. SEARCH FOR SYSTEMIC
VULNERABILITIES
Through practice-centred observation and studies of
technical work in context, safety is not found in a single
person, device or department of an organisation. Instead,
safety is created and sometimes broken in systems, not
individuals (Cook et al 2000). The issue is finding systemic
vulnerabilities, not flawed individuals.
IV. The Systems Maxim
Safety is an emergent property of systems and not of their
components.
Examining technical work in context with safety as our
purpose, one will notice many hazards, complexities, gaps,
trade-offs, dilemmas and points where failure is possible.
One will also begin to see how practice has evolved to cope
with these kinds of complexities. After elucidating complexities and coping strategies, one can examine how these
adaptations are limited, brittle and vulnerable to breakdown under differing circumstances. Discovering these
vulnerabilities and making them visible to the organisation
is crucial if we are to anticipate future failures and institute
change to head them off.
A repeated finding from research on complex systems is
that practitioners and organisations have opportunities to
recognise and react to threats to safety. Precursor events
may serve as unrecognised ‘dress rehearsals’ for future
accidents. The accident itself often evolves through time so
that practitioners can intervene to prevent negative
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outcomes or to reduce their consequences. Doing this
depends on being able to recognise accidents-in-themaking. However, it is difficult to act on information
about systemic vulnerabilities as potential interventions
often require sacrificing some goals under certain circumstances (e.g., productivity) and therefore generate conflicts
within the organisation.
Detection and recovery from incipient failures is a
crucial part of achieving safety at all levels of an
organisation – a corollary to the Systems Maxim. Successful
individuals, groups and organisations, from a safety point of
view, learn about complexities and the limits of current
adaptations and then have mechanisms to act on what is
learned, despite the implications for other goals (Rochlin
1999; Weick and Roberts 1993).
Corollary IVA. Detection and Recovery Are Critical to
Success
Understand how the system of interest supports (or fails to
support) detection and recovery from incipient failures.
In addition, this process of feedback, learning and
adaptation should go on continuously across all levels of
an organisation. With change, some vulnerabilities decay
while new paths to failure emerge. To track the shifting
pattern requires getting information about the effects of
change on sharp end practice and about new kinds of
incidents that begin to emerge. If the information is rich
enough and fresh enough, it is possible to forecast future
forms of failure, to share schemes to secure success in the
face of changing vulnerabilities. Producing and widely
sharing this sort of information may be one of the hallmarks
of a culture of safety (Weick et al. 1999).
However, establishing a flow of information about
systemic vulnerabilities is quite difficult because it is
frightening to consider how all of us, as part of the
system of interest, can fail. Repeatedly, research notes that
blame and punishment will drive this critical information
underground. Without a safety culture, systemic vulnerabilities become visible only after catastrophic accidents. In
the aftermath of accidents, learning also is limited because
the consequences provoke first stories, simplistic attributions and shortsighted fixes.
Understanding the ‘systems’ part of safety involves
understanding how the system itself learns about safety
and responds to threats and opportunities. In organisational
safety cultures, this activity is prominent, sustained and
highly valued (Cook 1999). The learning processes must be
tuned to the future to recognise and compensate for
negative side effects of change and to monitor the changing
landscape of potential paths to failure. Thus, the Systems
Maxim leads to the corollary to examine how the
organisation at different levels of analysis supports or fails
to support the process of feedback, learning and adaptation.
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Corollary IVB. Learning how to Learn
Safe organisations deliberately search for and learn about
systemic vulnerabilities.
The future culture all aspire to is one where stakeholders
can learn together about systemic vulnerabilities and work
together to address those vulnerabilities, before celebrated
failures occur (Woods, 2000).
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activities to handle evolving situations and cope with the
complexities of that work domain. These underlying
patterns are not simply about knowledge of one area in a
particular field of practice. Rather, they apply, test and
extend knowledge about how people contribute to safety
and failure and how complex systems fail by addressing the
factors at work in this particular setting. As a result, when
we examine technical work, search for underlying patterns
by contrasting sets of cases.

5. STUDY HOW PRACTICE CREATES
SAFETY
Typically, reactions to failure assume the system is ‘safe’ (or
has been made safe) inherently and that overt failures are
only the mark of an unreliable component. But what is
irreducible is uncertainty about the future, change and finite
resources. As a result, all systems confront inherent hazards,
trade-offs and are vulnerable to failure. Second stories reveal
how practice is organised to allow practitioners to create
success in the face of threats. Individuals, teams and
organisations are aware of hazards and adapt their practices
and tools to guard against or defuse these threats to safety. It
is these efforts that ‘make safety’. This view of the human
role in safety has been a part of complex systems research
since its origins (see Rasmussen et al 1994, ch. 6). The
Technical Work in Context maxim tell us to study how
practice copes with hazards and resolves trade-offs, for the
most part succeeding yet in some situations failing.
However, the adaptations of individuals, teams and
organisations can be limited or stale so that feedback about
how well adaptations are working or about how the
environment is changing is critical. Examining the
weaknesses and strengths, costs and benefits of these
adaptations points to the areas ripe for improvement. As
a result, progress depends on studying how practice creates
safety in the face of challenges – expertise in context (Feltovich
et al 1997; Klein, 1998).

7. EXAMINE HOW ECONOMIC,
ORGANISATIONAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE WILL
PRODUCE NEW VULNERABILITIES AND
PATHS TO FAILURE
As capabilities, tools, organisations and economic pressures
change, vulnerabilities to failure change as well.
VI. Safety is a Dynamic Process Maxim
The state of safety in any system always is dynamic.

In the discussions of some particular episode or ‘hot button’
issue it is easy for commentators to examine only surface
characteristics of the area in question. Progress has come
from going beyond the surface descriptions (the phenotypes
of failures) to discover underlying patterns of systemic
factors (genotypical patterns; see Hollnagel 1993; 1998).

Systems exist in a changing world. The environment,
organisation, economics, capabilities, technology, management and regulatory context all change over time. This
backdrop of continuous systemic change ensures that
hazards and how they are managed are constantly changing.
Plus, the basic pattern in complex systems is a drift toward
failure as planned defences erode in the face of production
pressures and change. As a result, when we examine
technical work in context, we need to understand how
economic, organisational and technological change can
create new vulnerabilities in spite of or in addition to
providing new benefits.
Research reveals that organisations that manage potentially hazardous technical operations remarkably successfully create safety by anticipating and planning for
unexpected events and future surprises. These organisations
did not take past success as a reason for confidence. Instead
they continued to invest in anticipating the changing
potential for failure because of the deeply held understanding that their knowledge base was fragile in the face of
the hazards inherent in their work and the changes
omnipresent in their environment (Rochlin 1999).
Research results have pointed to several corollaries to
the Dynamic Process Maxim.

V. The Genotypes Maxim
Progress on safety comes from going beyond the surface
descriptions (the phenotypes of failures) to discover underlying patterns of systemic factors (genotypical patterns).

Corollary VIA. Law of Stretched Systems
Under resource pressure, the benefits of change are taken in
increased productivity, pushing the system back to the edge
of the performance envelope.

Genotypes are concepts and models about how people,
teams and organisations coordinate information and

Change occurs to improve systems. However, because the
system is under resource and performance pressures from

6. SEARCH FOR UNDERLYING
PATTERNS
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stakeholders, we tend to take the benefits of change in the
form of increased productivity and efficiency and not in the
form of a more resilient, robust and therefore safer system
(Rasmussen 1986). Researchers in the field speak of this
observation as follows: systems under pressure move back to
the ‘edge of the performance envelope’ or the Law of
Stretched Systems (Woods 2002):
. . . we are talking about a law of systems development, which is
every system operates, always at its capacity. As soon as there is
some improvement, some new technology, we stretch it . . .
(Hirschhorn 1997)

Change under resource and performance pressures tends
to increase coupling, that is, the interconnections
between parts and activities, in order to achieve greater
efficiency and productivity. However, research has found
that increasing coupling also increases operational complexity and increases the difficulty of the problems
practitioners can face. Jens Rasmussen (1986) and Charles
Perrow (1984) provided some of the first accounts of the
role of coupling and complexity in modern system
failures.
Corollary VIB. Increasing Coupling Increases Complexity
Increased coupling creates new cognitive and collaborative
demands and new forms of failure.
Increasing the coupling between parts in a process changes
how problems manifest, creating or increasing complexities
such as more effects at a distance, more and faster cascades
of effects, tighter goal conflicts, more latent factors. As a
result, increased coupling between parts creates new
cognitive and collaborative demands which contribute to
new forms of failure (Woods 1988; Woods and Patterson
2000).
Because all organisations are resource limited to one
degree or another, we are often concerned with how to
prioritise issues related to safety. The Dynamics Process
Maxim suggests that we should consider focusing our
resources on anticipating how economic, organisational
and technological change could create new vulnerabilities and paths to failure. Armed with this knowledge we
can address or eliminate these new vulnerabilities at a
time when intervention is less difficult and less expensive (because the system is already in the process of
change). In addition, these points of change are at the
same time opportunities to learn how the system actually
functions.
VII. The Window of Opportunity Maxim
Use periods of change as windows of opportunity to
anticipate and treat new systemic vulnerabilities.

D. D. Woods and R. I. Cook

8. USE NEW TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT AND ENHANCE HUMAN
EXPERTISE
The notion that it is easy to get ‘substantial gains’ through
computerisation is common in many fields. The implication
is that computerisation by itself reduces human error and
system breakdown. Any difficulties that are raised about the
computerisation process become mere details to be worked
out later.
VIII. Joint Systems Maxim
But this idea, which Woods stated a long time ago as ‘a
little more technology will be enough’, has not turned out
to be the case in practice (for an overview see Woods et
al 1994, ch. 5 or Woods and Tinapple 1999). Those pesky
details turn out to be critical in whether the computerisation creates new forms of failure. New technology can
help and can hurt, often at the same time depending on
how the technology is used to support technical work in
context.
Basically, it is the underlying complexity of operations
that contributes to the human performance problems.
Improper computerisation can simply exacerbate or create
new forms of complexity to plague operations. The
situation is complicated by the fact the new technology
often has benefits at the same time that it creates new
vulnerabilities.
People and computers are not separate and independent,
but are interwoven into a distributed system that performs
cognitive work in context.
The key to skilful as opposed to clumsy use of
technological possibilities lies in understanding the factors
that lead to expert performance and the factors that
challenge expert performance. The irony is that once we
understand the factors that contribute to expertise and to
breakdown, we then will understand how to use the powers
of the computer to enhance expertise. This is illustrated in
uncelebrated second stories in research on human performance in medicine, explored in Cook et al (1998). On the
one hand, new technology creates new dilemmas and
demands new judgments, but, on the other hand, once the
basis for human expertise and the threats to that expertise
had been studied, technology was an important means to
the end of enhanced system performance.
We can achieve substantial gains by understanding the
factors that lead to expert performance and the factors that
challenge expert performance. This provides the basis to
change the system, for example, through new computer
support systems and other ways to enhance expertise in
practice.
As a result, when we examine technical work, understand
the sources of and challenges to expertise in context. This is
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crucial to guide the skilful, as opposed to clumsy use of
technological possibilities.
Corollary VIIIA. There is no Neutral in Design
In design, we either support or hobble people’s natural
ability to express forms of expertise (Woods 2002).

9. TAME COMPLEXITY THROUGH NEW
FORMS OF FEEDBACK
The theme that leaps out from past results is that failure
represents breakdowns in adaptations directed at coping with
complexity. Success relates to organisations, groups and
individuals who are skilful at recognising the need to adapt
in a changing, variable world and in developing ways to
adapt plans to meet these changing conditions despite the
risk of negative side effects.
Recovery before negative consequences occur, adapting
plans to handle variations and surprise, and recognising side
effects of change are all critical to high resilience in human
and organisational performance. Yet, all of these processes
depend fundamentally on the ability to see the emerging
effects of decisions, actions, policies – feedback, especially
feedback about the future. In general, increasing complexity can be balanced with improved feedback. Improving
feedback is a critical investment area for improving human
performance and guarding against paths toward failure. The
constructive response to issues on safety is to study where
and how to invest in better feedback.
This is a complicated subject since better feedback is
. integrated to capture relationships and patterns, not
simply a large set of available data elements;
. event based to capture change and sequence, not simply
the current values on each data channel;
. future oriented to help people assess what could happen
next, not simply what has happened;
. context sensitive and tuned to the interests and
expectations of the monitor.

Feedback at all levels of the organisation is critical because
the basic pattern in complex systems is a drift toward failure
as planned defences erode in the face of production pressures
and change. The feedback is needed to support adaptation
and learning processes. Ironically, feedback must be tuned
to the future to detect the emergence of the drift toward
failure pattern, to explore and compensate for negative side
effects of change, and to monitor the changing landscape of
potential paths to failure. To achieve this organisations
need to develop and support mechanisms that create foresight
about the changing shape of risks, before anyone is injured.
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